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ABSTRACT

MODELING CHAIN PACKING IN COMPLEX PHASES
OF SELF-ASSEMBLED BLOCK COPOLYMERS
FEBRUARY 2022
ABHIRAM REDDY
Integrated M.Sc., NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR SCIENCE EDUCATION AND
RESEARCH, BHUBANESWAR
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Gregory M. Grason

Block copolymer (BCP) melts undergo microphase seperation and form ordered
soft matter crystals with varying domain shapes and symmetries. We study the connection between diblock copolymer molecular designs and thermodynamic selection
of ordered crystals by modeling features of variable sub-domain geometry filled with
individual blocks within non-canonical sphere-like and network phases that together
with layered, cylindrical and canonical spherical phases forms “natural forms” of selfassembled amphiphilic soft matter at large. First, we present a model to revise our
understanding of optimal Frank-Kasper sphere-like morphologies by advancing theory to account for varying domain volumes. We then develop generic approaches to
quantify local changes to domain thickness or packing frustration using medial sets
and show its application to morphologies with arbitrary domain topologies and symmetries in both theoretical models and experimental data. We further use medial
vii

sets as a proxy for terminal boundaries of blocks within different domains and revise
thermodynamic models of BCP assembly in the strong segregation limit. Finally,
we use this revised model to study effect of elastic stiffness asymmetry on relaxing
packing frustration experienced by BCPs in tubular and matrix domains leading to
equilibrium double gyroid network morphology in diblock copolymers.

viii

PREFACE

Parts of this thesis is adapted from publications on which I am a co-author. Additionally, I would like to acknowledge contributions from collaborators which complement my original research work and are included in this thesis. Parts of chapter
2 are adapted from Stable Frank-Kasper phases of self-assembled, soft matter spheres
published in PNAS, 115 (41), 2018. Michael Buckley developed the software for variable cell volume Diblock foam model numerical calculations by hacking into Surface
Evolver. This software was used to compile results presented here in Sec 2.3.
Parts of chapter 3 are adapted from Block Copolymers beneath the Surface: Measuring and Modeling Complex Morphology at the Subdomain Scale published in Macromolecules, 54 (20), 2021.
Michael Dimitriyev has developed an efficient method to generate discrete meshes
for generating surfaces using CGAL C++ library which replaced my earlier method
for the same using Houdini. This proved helpful for surveying a larger number of
discrete meshes of generating surfaces based on two Fourier mode levelset used in Sec.
4.4. He has also developed the band diagram tool used for visualizing the variation of
metrics on the inter-material dividing surface (IMDS) along with methods to compute
mean and Gaussian curvature of discrete meshes of IMDS. SCFT calculations were
performed using PSCF developed by David Morse and co-workers at University of
Minnesota and custom modifications were made by Ishan Prasad, Chris Burke, myself
and Mike Dimitriyev to compute and output relevant data necessary for geometric
analysis.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Connecting molecular design to nanostructure formation is one of the grand challenges of research in soft materials. Hierarchical self-assembly of synthetic molecules
remains to be one of the popular and promising methods to achieve functional nanostructures. A variety of amphiphilic soft materials such as surfactants, lyotropic liquid
crystals, block copolymers, liquid crystalline dendrimers etc. assemble into bilayers or
cylindrical or sphere-like assemblies [6] which are therefore called as “natural forms”
of soft matter as shown in Fig. (1.1). Such a phenomenon is driven primarily because
collection of molecules want to minimize interfacial tension and amount of their extension. Upon reaching a sufficient concentration of these assemblies or in solvent free
neat systems, they further organize themselves into ordered soft matter crystals which
adhere to the associated symmetries of specific space group. These crystals are typically tens to hundreds of nanometers in lengthscales and are primarily characterized
using x-ray scattering and electron microscopy.
The seemingly simpler picture of three different categories of natural forms of selfassembly in soft mater is complicated by numerous experimental reports describing
appearance of two categories of “in-between” phases i) non-canonical sphere phases
that typically lie between canonical sphere phases and cylinderical phases and ii)
triply periodic networks (TPN) phases which are found to lie between bilayer phases
and cylinderical phases on equilibrium phase diagrams of various self-assembled amphiphilic soft matter. Example of TPN phase includes double gyroid (DG) shown
in Fig. (1.2A) which is a composite phase made up of two non-intersecting tubular
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Figure 1.1. “Natural forms” of self-assembled phases in amphiphilic soft matter–
bilayers, cylinders and spheres to minimize interfacial tension and molecule extension.
These natural forms undergo hierarchical self-assembly to form ordered soft matter
crystals, examples of which as shown in bottom row. The “in-between” or “complex”
phases are intermediate to either bilayers and cylinders or cylinders and spheres.

domains and rest is filled with matrix domain. DG along with other triply periodic
network phases (also referred to as bicontinuous phases) are modeled along the triply
periodic minimal surfaces and are reported in wide range of synthetic systems such
as block copolymers, glycerol and water, ionic surfactants, amphiphilic dendrons and
nano-tetrahedra [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. Additionally, related phases such as single
gyroid has been found in wings of different species of butterflies and in feathers of
weave-birds and reportedly responsible for vibrant colors on them [13, 14].
In neat or solvent free systems, spherical “micelles” are deformed into polyhedral
cells in order to fill voids and achieve constant density everywhere Fig. (1.3A) [3].
The polyhedral cells for body centered cubic (BCC) are highlighted at the corner
of Fig. (1.2B) which has a shape of a truncated octahedron. For canonical sphere
phases such as BCC or face centered cubic (FCC), a single type of polyhedral cell
us sufficient to tile the crystal. On the contrary, non-canonical sphere phases (more
commonly referred to as Frank-Kasper (FK) phases) such as A15, shown in Fig. (1.2C)
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Figure 1.2. Examples of sphere and network phases in BCP melts (A)double gyroid
(DG) network phase with chains filling the tubular and matrix domains (B) body
centered cubic (BCC) arrangement of spherical domains that are deformed to form
octahedrons (polyhedral cell at the corner) (C) A15 Frank-Kasper phase with Z12
(blue) and Z14 (green) polyhedral cells

and others including σ, C14, C15 etc. are made up of atleast two distinct types of
polyhedral cells [15]. These cells known as “FK polyhedra” have either 12 or 14-16
faces per polyhedral cells (the faces are either pentagonal or hexagonal) also is the
coordination number for the center of polyhedral cell. In other words, the number
of faces is same as the number of contacts with nearest neighbors that a cell makes
in the crystal. FK phases which were initially found in metal-alloy systems are now
increasingly reported in almost all types of amphiphilic soft matter systems and are
often referred to as approximants of quasi-crystals [16, 17, 18, 19, 12, 20, 21].
With the exception of bilayered phases, within all other natural forms of selfassembled phases, molecules have to extend by variable amounts to fill a particular
domain or channel which also is tied to deviations of the curvature of the boundary of
the domains, this is referred to as “packing frustration” [1, 2, 3] and is more commonly
invoked trying to rationalize occurrence of equilibrium natural phases of soft matter.
We illustrate the concept of packing frustration by the schematic in Fig. 1.3 where
we highlight the deviations molecule extension from uniform length and changing
local curvature of the interface between domains in hexagonally packed cylinders.
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Figure 1.3. (A) In neat or concentrated systems cylinderical “micelles” get deformed
into polygonal cells to avoid voids and fill space at constant density (B) Schematic
illustrating “packing frustration” [1, 2, 3] or the deviations from uniform length and
curvature while maintaining constant density

This particular example masks to some extent the ambiguity associated with defining
packing frustration more generally, in particular for the two categories of in-between
phases where the definitions of “centers” of domains are not well defined and are often
left to heuristics. We refer to these in-between phases as “complex” phases owing to
the shape of the domains which cannot be packed with a single molecular motif.
In this thesis, we investigate molecular scale mechanisms leading to self-assembly
of in-between phases in block copolymer (BCP) melts , a prototypical amphiphilic
soft matter system. BCPs provide an exciting avenue to probe these mechanisms and
tailor their molecular design [22, 23] to target novel morphologies for variety of technological applications [24, 25, 26], all made possible due to advancements in theory,
synthesis and characterization tools . Within this thesis, we probe the link between
geometry of the chain packing within domains and their connection to thermodynamic
models trying to explain equilibrium BCP assembly. Despite tremendous advancements to study BCP assembly, our ability to model and measure features of domain
morphology are limited to canonical metrics of D spacing, topology and symmetry
in addition to shape of the inter-material dividing surface (IMDS) that separates volumes occupied by distinct blocks. Although currently unavailable to theoretical and
characterization methods, data on chain configurations of BCPs within ordered crys-
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tals is highly desirable as it would equip us to define quantitative metrics to measure
various aspects of “chain packing” such as thickness, volumes and shapes of domain
geometry. These features are connected to packing frustration experienced by BCPs
in addition to being essential ingredients of thermodynamic models of BCP assembly.

Inter-material
dividing surface
(IMDS)

Figure 1.4. Imagined configurations of the showing arrangement of diblock copolymer chains in alternating domains. The anatomy of the chain packing is described
in the text.Note that chains extend by different amounts within these domains to fill
space.

We focus on a simple class of BCPs, diblock copolymers (dBCPs) where chemically
distinct blocks are bonded together at the junction. Each block consists of monomers
covalently bonded together. Varying interaction strength between unlike blocks coupled with changing relative block lengths leads to microphase seperation of domains
into ordered arrangements of natural phases described above. In the schematic in
Fig. (1.4) we show the imagined packing of chains (drawn as squiggly lines where unlike blocks are colored as red and blue) into hypothetical alternating domains. Within
the mean field theory of BCP assembly based on the Gaussian chain model of flexible
chains, the domains are represented by values of density φα (x) for each block α = A, B
at a position x within each domain. Region within the phase where the junctions
5

between unlike blocks are localized is referred to as “interfacial region” whose width
w is proportional to the interaction strength χN between the blocks [27] where χ is
the inter-block repulsion and N is the number of coarse-grained statistical segments.
Typically, the inter-material dividing surface (IMDS) is defined as level set function
where φA (x) = φB (x) = 0.5. In the limit of strong segregation where χN → ∞, it
has been shown that w/D → 0 and allowing the interfacial region to be approximated
by a sharp 2D surface [27]. The mean trajectories of the blocks extending into the
domains from the IMDS is treated as straight lines and such a packing of chains is
reminiscent of polymer brushes attached to a substrate. The tips of these brushes or
the region containing the end segments of the chains undergo interpenetration from
opposing brushes that originate from either different IMDS or distinct parts of same
IMDS. Again, the width of the interpenetration window p/D → 0 in the limit of
strong segregation [28].
In this thesis, for studying the thermodynamics of BCP assembly we primarily
use strong segregation theory (SST) valid in the asymptotic limit of χN → ∞ [29,
30, 31]. SST fully samples the relevant conformational fluctuations of underlying
BCP molecules, and yet the free energy reduces to purely geometric measures of
competing phases. Enthalpy due to contact between unlike domains is proportional
to the area of the IMDS while the entropic cost of stretching Gaussian chains is
proportional to the second moment of volume relative to the IMDS. Such a theory
has the advantage of providing valuable physical insights on equilibrium self-assembly,
especially for understanding why a particular phase is equilibrium over others. We
present the details of SST along with underlying assumptions in later chapters of this
thesis. Additionally, we use mean field approach based on self-consistent field theory
(SCFT) [32, 33] at finite segregation to compare and contrast observed signatures of
chain packing in the χN → ∞ limit. SCFT has been the gold standard for computing
the equilibrium phase diagram for BCPs. To describe SCFT at a very high level, a
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single chain is discretized into statistical segments and the random walk statistics of
segments interacting with the mean field derived from remaining chains int the system
is solved using a modified diffusion equation. We generally begin with a guess field
that has the symmetry and topology of the candidate morphology and iteratively
update the field while keeping the constraints on the symmetry of the phase and
fixing molecular details such as volume fraction of blocks and interaction strength.
We compute the free energy per chain for at each step in the iteration process and
the updates to the field along with changing the length of the unit cell are aimed at
finding the minimum. This process is repeated for all candidate phases at a fixed
molecular parameters and the lowest free energy solution corresponds to equilibrium
phase. Comprehensive details about SCFT can be found in review article by Matsen
[32] and others [33, 34]. In this thesis, we used PSCF [33] developed by Morse and
co-workers for SCFT studies and made custom changes to their software to compute
relevant metrics of chain packing described in chapters 2 and 5.

Architectural
Asymmetry

Conformational
Asymmetry

Figure 1.5. Schematics showing coarse-grained statistical segments in a diblock
copolymer. All segments have the same volume. These schematics illustrate different
ways to engineer elastic asymmetry .
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In addition to using SST and SCFT combined with novel geometric analysis to
analyze chain packing into domains and their connection to thermodynamic stability
of complex phases in BCP melts, we also study the role of elastic assymetry  between
unlike blocks and their connection to thermodynamics of BCP assembly in particular
how they contribute to “relieving” packing frustration. Following Milner [35], elastic
asymmetry  = (maA )/(naB ) for An Bm miktoarms which encodes both conformational asymmetry (unlike statistical segment lengths) and architectural asymmetry
(unequal number of branches per block) Fig. (1.5). Within SST, the stretching energy
per block using parabolic brush theory [36] has the form

Fst =

κ0A
IA + κ0B IB


(1.1)

where Iα for block type α = A, B is the second moment of volume Vα relative to
the IMDS and κ0α =

3π 2 ρ 1
8N a2 fα2

segment has a volume ρ−1

contains the molecular and architectural details. Each
√
and a ≡ aA aB is the geometric mean of statistical seg-

ment lengths. Effectively, from Eq. 1.1, elastic assymmetry  tunes the relative
contributions from stretching of the blocks when κ0α is fixed for a given phase. The
thermodynamic selection of FK phases over canonical phases is attributed to elastic
asymmetry  between unlike blocks and volume asymmetry among distinct polyhedral cell types [19]. In this thesis, we find a previously unrecognized non-monotonic
dependence of DG stability on the elastic asymmetry.
Mathematical modeling of dry foams which originally were built to find minimal
area shapes of polyhedral cells [37] have often been of interest to researchers trying
to rationalize appearance of FK phases in soft matter. In chapter 2, we use so called
diblock foam model (DFM) [38, 39], a geometric model valid in the strong segregation
limit is based on polyhedral cell area and second moment of volume within it to
study optimal FK phases of dBCPs. Additionally, this model is valid in a specific
limit where the interface between core and coronal domains adopts the shape of
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the polyhedral cell. We revise this model by relaxing the constraint on volumes of
individual polyhedral cells and show that optimal FK phases have volume asymmetry
among cells which is far greater than previous assumptions that cells in these phases
are same as Voronoi partitioning based on centers of the core domains. These studies
reveal that optimal FK lattice σ neither has optimal area nor second moment of
volume. We further test assumptions and compare results of this model by a more
realistic molecular theory i.e self-consistent field theory where we find that the volume
asymmetry of distinct core domains matches well with our predictions from DFM.
We also analyze the effect of elastic asymmetry among blocks on how chains pack
within domains and uncover the “discoidal” to “radial” stretching of the blocks that
accompanies the increase in volume asymmetry among core domains. Together, these
findings using DFM and SCFT, help us uncover molecular scale mechanisms leading
to equilibirium FK phases in dBCP melts.
In chapter 3, we define quantitative metrics of sub-domain geometry which are
both generic to all morphologies and are applicable to both theory and experimental
data alike. To quantify domain thickness within complex phases, its imperative to
know how far chains stretch from the IMDS into the domains. much like international date line or ridges on top of mountains, we define “terminal boundaries” as
a geometric construct based on sense of probability that defines a surface (within
volumes filled with blocks of same type) where segments have equal probability to be
associated to different IMDS or a distinct patch on the same IMDS. Here, we ignore
the interpenetration among the tips of brushes but nevertheless such a definition has
the advantage of being relevant to thermodynamics of BCP assemblies using SST and
also for defining packing frustration within complex domains. In the absence of data
on the chain configurations within the domains, we propose medial sets–a generic
geometric measure of the center of complex shapes as a proxy for terminal boundaries and subsequently quantify local variations to thickness of domains. We compute
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medial sets of DG from both theoretical models and tomographic data and compute
the domain thickness and compare with previous methods which assumed one dimensional skeletal graphs as terminal boundaries [2, 40]. We also compute medial sets in
Frank-Kasper A15 and C15 phases using data from SCF and highlight that constrast
between polyhedral cells (terminal boundaries for coronal domain) and Voronoi cells.
Also, we highlight medial sets of core domains within a FK phase which reveals two
distinct geometries of chain packing– quasi-lamellar or pan-cake like where terminal
boundaries are spread out versus terminal boundaries localized around centroid of
the domain.
In chapter 4, we revise our ability to model BCP chain packing in TPN phases in
SST by developing medial strong segregation theory (mSST) that allows us to assess
the importance of degrees of freedom associated with terminal spreading along medial
surface and compare our results with previous studies which constrained the tubular
terminal boundary to lie along the one dimensional skeletal graph. To accurately compute entropic cost of stretching of blocks in domains with varying domain thickness,
we tessellate volume in unit cell with triangular wedges that are constructed using
medial maps from generating surfaces to medial sets in respective domains. We illustrate subtle yet critical differences between medial thickness and medial packing that
ensures physical constraints at the IMDS arising from connectivity between blocks.
We compute free energy minimizing arrangement of chains within a morphology for
a given chain parameters using a variational approach where we vary the shapes of
the terminal boundaries. Here, we focus on double gyroid as an example to showcase
applications of mSST but can be easily extended to other morphologies with varying
topologies and symmetries.
In chapter 5, we compare medial vs. skeletal SST for DG and show that optimal
arrangements of chains in DG require the terminal boundary for tubular domains
to be spread away from skeletal graphs. We further show that elastic asymmetry is
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necessary for thermodynamic stability of DG resolving long standing puzzle about
equilibrium DG in SST. Also, we show that the composition window of equilibrium
DG widens both for large and small elastic asymmetry, seemingly over-turning the
heuristic view that packing frustration is localized to the tubular domains. We also
analyze morphological features of DG assemblies and their variation with elastic asymmetry in that derive from medial packing SST but persist at finite segregation using
SCFT which includes chain fluctuation effects and makes no apriori assumptions of
medial packing. We find that in both regimes, increasing elastic asymmetry drives
the IMDS to adopt area-minimizing shapes as seen by reduction in variance of mean
curvature. Additionally, analysis of the stretch vector of the blocks in SCFT reveals
tilt at the IMDS which agrees well tilt of the block trajectories observed in medial
packing SST.
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CHAPTER 2
ELASTIC ASYMMETRY AND DOMAIN VOLUME
REDISTRIBUTION SELECTS EQUILIBRIUM
FRANK-KASPER PHASES IN BCP MELTS

2.1

Introduction

Spherical assemblies occur in nearly every class of supramolecular soft matter,
from lyotropic liquid crystals and surfactants to amphiphillic copolymers [6]. In
concentrated or neat systems, self-assembled spherical domains (SD) behave as giant
“mesoatoms” adopting periodically ordered crystalline arrangements including canonical examples such as body centered cubic (BCC) or face centered cubic (FCC). Space
filling constraints within bulk results in squishing these spherical domains to conform to lower symmetry polyhedral cells. In recent years, equilibrium non-canonical
Frank-Kasper SD phases are observed in an ever increasing range of BCP systems
[10, 18, 41, 42, 43, 21]. These FK phases are a family of periodic packings [44, 45]
whose sites are tetrahedrally close packed and can be decomposed into polyhedral
cells surrounding each site containing 12, 14, 15, or 16 faces. Known as the FK
polyhedra, these cells (Z12, Z14, Z15, and Z16) possess variable volume and envelope
spheres of distinct radii. In this chapter, we revise the model for thermodynamic
selection of optimal SD phases of self-assembled BCPs in melt by taking into account
the variable volumes of FK polyhedra.
Geometry of polyhedral cells of spherical domains in Fig. (2.1A) has previously
received interest in rationalizing appearance of equilibrium SD phases in soft matter. They were central mathematical modeling of dry foams in the context of Kelvin
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problem which seeks minimal area partitions of space into equal volume cells. WeairePhelan showed using Surface Evolver that equal volume cells A15 phase has lower
mean dimensionless surface area than BCC [37]. Bates and co-workers who first
reported a σ phase in tetra-block copolymers [18] and later in dBCPs with conformational asymmetry [19] have invoked the minimal surface area argument to rationalize
equilibrium σ phase as it had lower dimensionless area than A15 phase based on
their assumption that different polyhedral cells conform to Voronoi partitioning (or
Wigner-Seitz cells) in these phases. Additionally, Glotzer and co-workers, in their
simulation study involving bidisperse spheres with functional surfaces implicated the
critical role of volume asymmetry in formation of FK lattices [46].

Figure 2.1. (A) Polyhedral volumes, cells, defined by the neighbour packing in
sphere packing (cells and spheres are shown as purple and grey, respectively, with the
central cell highlighted in pink) (B) Chain packing of spherical diblock copolymer domains of the BCC crystal with corresponding limits of weakly coupled (Bottom Left)
and strongly coupled (Bottom Right) of core domain shape of polyhedral (truncatedoctahedron) cell symmetry.

While above mentioned studies allude to the importance of variable volumes of
polyhedral cells and their role in thermodynamic selection of FK phases based on
their minimal area paritioning, these arguments beg critical questions in the context
of BCP assembly as optimal arrangement of SD depends not only on minimizing
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enthalpic contribution from contact of unlike blocks but also on entropic cost of
stretching of the blocks. In particular, how does assembly thermodynamics select
volume asymmetry among polyhedral cells such that it minimizes the overall free
energy of the system and how do these compare with previously assumed Voronoi
partitioning? How does this rebalancing of volumes select equilibrium SD packing
among competing canonical and FK phases? Finally, how does molecular properties
of BCPs select between canonical/non-canonical phases?
In section 2, we briefly overview the diblock foam model DFM previosly introduced
by Olmsted and Milner [31, 38] to study optimal SD phases of BCPs in melts that
is based on a polyhedral interface limit (PIL) where the shape of the inter-material
dividing surface IMDS conforms to the polyhedral cell as shown in Fig. (2.1B).
As an example, we show how introducing volume asymmetry among distinct FK
polyhedra in A15 phase changes free energy of the system. In section 3, we discuss
results from our study on optimal SD phases of BCPs packing using DFM . We
employed Surf aceEvolver [47] and systematically studied various models of volume
asymmetry among polyhedra cells. In section 4, we use self-consistent field theory
(SCFT) of dBCPs with conformational asymmetry and study equilibrium FK phase
among competing SD phases. We also compare these results with our predictions
from DFM. In section 5, we perform geometric analysis of quasi-spherical (qSD)
core domains from SCFT to understand the molecular scale mechanisms that lead to
thermodynamic selection of FK phases in dBCPs upon changing the relative block
stiffness. We further test our assumptions in DFM by computing the area distortion of
qSD in addition to comparing volume redistribution among distinct qSD as predicted
by DFM. In the appendix, we briefly discuss our implementation of DFM in Surface
Evolver.
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2.2

Polyhedral Interface Limit of Strongly-Segregated Diblock Sphere Phases

In this section, we overview the strong-segregation theory (SST) calculation of
Milner and Olmsted [31, 38] for spherical domains in polyhedral interface limit (PIL).
We assume that the shape of the core domains filled with minority blocks exactly
copies the shape of the polyhedral cells and hence the name polyhedral interface
limit. Polyhedral warping of the interface is favored when the stiffness of the coronal
blocks, which favors a more uniform extension from the interface to the outer cell
wall, dominates over stiffness of core blocks and inter-block surface energy, which
both favor round interfaces. We derive the free energy of competing sphere packings
that is computed from purely geometric measures of the cellular volumes that enclose
distinct spheres [39, 3], which forms the basis for the so called “diblock foam model”
(DFM).
Here, we focus on the case of AB linear diblocks with conformational asymmetry,
but the theory can be generalized to other architectures like miktoarm stars [3]. We
consider a chain with total segment number N = NA + NB , with f = NA /N the
fraction of the A-block. Segments have equal volumes ρ−1
0 and potentially unequal
statistical segment lengths, aA and aB , for the respective blocks. The ratio of segment
lengths defines the conformational asymmetry  ≡ aA /aB . Within SST, the total free
energy F (X) (in units of kB T ) of a periodic repeat spherical assembly of lattice
packing X decomposes into two terms

F (X) = Fint + Fst ,

(2.1)

which represents the respective costs of inter-block repulsions at a core/coronal interfaces and the entropic cost of stretching of (Gaussian) chains from random walk
configurations.
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The first term Fint = ΣAint simply derives from the product of total area of
core/coronal contact, Aint , times Σ to give the surface area energy between phase
separated A and B domains [27],
r  3/2
χ 2  − −3/2 
,
Σ = ρ0 a
6 3  − −1
where χ is the Flory-Huggins parameter for AB repulsion and a ≡

(2.2)
√

aA aB is the

geometric mean of segment lengths1 . For the ith cell of X, the core/corona interface
is an affinely shrunk copy of the outer cell that encloses a fraction f of the total cell
volume. Hence, the area of the core interface of ith domain is f 2/3 Ai , where Ai is the
P X
Ai , where nX is the number of domains (and cells)
cell area, and Aint = f 2/3 ni=1

per periodic repeat.

The entropic contribution from chain stretching for domain α in cell i (denoted
as volume Vα,i ) can be evaluated using the SST entropy derived from the parabolic
brush theory [36], which can be expressed as [32],

(α)
Fst,i

3π 2 ρ0
=
8Nα2 a2α

Z

d3 x z 2

(2.3)

Vα,i

where z is the distance from the AB interface, where junction points are localized,
from which chain trajectories are assumed to extend along the radial lines extending
R
from the cell center xi to the outer wall of cell i, and Vα,i d3 x is the integral over
volume. For spherical domains, these integrals are evaluated by describing the cell
shape as a function of the radial directions Ω̂ extending from the cell center at xi :
Ri (Ω̂) and Ri0 (Ω̂) are the respective distances to the interface and outer wall of the
cell in direction Ω̂. Because the core chains occupy a fixed fraction f of each wedge
1

Note that Σ varies with conformational asymmetry , and that it reduces to the standard
result for interfacial tension between immiscible polymer melts in the symmetric limit Σ( → 1) =
ρ0 a(χ/6)1/2 .
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in the PIL, we have Ri0 (Ω̂) = f 1/2 Ri (Ω̂), and the stretching contributions from each
block are proportional to the same geometric stretching moment,

(A)
Fst,i

3π 2 ρ0
=
8NA2 a2A

Z

2

d Ω̂

Z

Ri0 (Ω̂)

0


2
dr r2 Ri0 (Ω̂) − r =

π 2 ρ0
Si ,
80f 1/3 N 2 a2A

(2.4)

and

(B)
Fst,i

3π 2 ρ0
=
8NB2 a2B

Z

2

d Ω̂

Z

Ri (Ω̂)

dr r

Ri0 (Ω̂)

2



2
Ri0 (Ω̂)−r

where
Si ≡

Z

π 2 ρ0 (1 − f 1/3 )3 (6 + 3f 1/3 + f 2/3 )
=
Si ,
80(1 − f )2 N 2 a2B
(2.5)

d2 Ω̂ Ri5 (Ω̂),

(2.6)

and is propotional to the second-moment of cell volume,

Ii =

Z

Vi

3

2

d x |x − xi | =

Z

2

d Ω̂

Z

Ri (Ω̂)

dr r4 = Si /5.

(2.7)

0

Combining these together and summing over the cells in the periodic repeat we have
the total stretching free energy
X
π 2 ρ0 h f −1/3 (1 − f 1/3 )3 (6 + 3f 1/3 + f 2/3 ) i X
Fst =
+
Ii .
16N 2 a2

(1 − f )2
i=1

n

(2.8)

Since melt assembly occurs at fixed total density, equilibrium states correspond
to states of minimal free energy per chain. Defining the mean volume of the cells in
PnX
X as V0 = n−1
X
i=1 Vi , the total number of chains per periodic repeat is nX V0 ρ0 /N .

The mean volume per cell also defines a measure of the mean cell dimension R0 =
(3V0 /4π)1/3 , the radius of a sphere of equal volume to V0 . Using this definition we
can rewrite the area per volume as
PnX

Ai
3A(X)
=
nX V0
R0
i=1
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(2.9)

and the stretching per volume as
PnX

i=1 Ii

nX V0

3
= I(X)R02
5

(2.10)

where the dimensionless quantities

A(X) =

n−1
X

I(X) = n−1
X

nX
X

Ai /(4πR02 )

i=1

nX
X

(2.11)

Ii /(4πR05 /5)

i=1

depend only on cell shapes and are independent of R0 , or mean domain size. Using
these quantities and dividing Fint + Fst by the total chain number we arrive at the
free energy per chain [38, 39], F (X), of a given lattice packing X

F̄ (X) = γ

A(X) κ
+ I(X)R02 ,
R0
2

(2.12)

where the coefficients are given by,

and

 3/2 − −3/2 
p
γ = N a 2χ/3
f 2/3 ,
 − −1

(2.13)

(1 − f 1/3 )3 (6 + 3f 1/3 + f 2/3 ) i
3π 2 h 1
κ=
+
,
40N a2 f 1/3
(1 − f )2

(2.14)

which are independent of structure X and are fixed for a given set chain properties.
Optimizing F (X) with respect to R0 , we find a equilibrium mean domain size

(R0 )eq = Rs

 A(X) 1/3
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I(X)

,

(2.15)

where Rs = (γ/κ)1/3 ∝ (χN )1/6 N 1/2 a is the thermodynamically selected radius of
domains if cells were equal volume spheres (i.e. A = I = 1). The minimal free
energy of lattice X, relative to the perfect sphere free energy F0 = 32 (γ 2 κ)1/3 ,



1/3
F(X) ≡ minR0 F̄ (X) /F0 = A2 (X)I(X)
.

(2.16)

This geometric mean favors simultaneously low values of dimensionless area and
stretching. While minimal area partitions (at constant volume) are associated Kelvin’s
foam problem, lattice partitions that optimize Ii (at fixed density) are the object of
the Quantizer problem, which has applications in computer science and signal processing [48].
We note that this model relies on the so-called parabolic brush theory [36] in
the expressions for Gaussian chain entropy in Eq. (2.3), which are known to fail for
brush-like domains with convex curvature due to the presence end-exclusions zones
missing from the parabolic model. Notwithstanding, the failure to properly account
for these exclusion zones in the coronal blocks of this calculation [49], this approximation only modifies the coefficient κ and its dependence of f 2 . The proportionality
R
of the stretching free energy with d2 Ω̂ R5 (Ω̂) follows on the general grounds that

each wedge of the domain includes a number of chains proportional to d2 Ω̂ R3 (Ω̂),

each of which is stretched a distance proportional to R(Ω̂) and hence acquires a free
energy penalty proportional to R2 (Ω̂).

1/3
Finally, we illustrate the dependence of the DFM energy F(X) = A2 (X)I(X)

on the volume difference between symmetry-distinct cells of FK lattices. For this
purpose we consider the A15 lattice, which can be decomposed into two Z12 cells (at

2

Specifically, it can be shown that the coronal brush free energy in a spherical geometry is
proportional to h2 , where h is the brush thickness, times a function of h/Rs , where Rs is the
spherical radius. In this geometry h(Ω̂) = R(Ω̂) − R0 (Ω̂) = (1 − f 1/3 )R(Ω̂) and Rs = R0 (Ω̂) so that
h/Rs = (f −1/3 − 1) for each wedge, independent of Ω̂
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Figure 2.2. (A) Plot of A, I and F for A15 lattice as a function of varying volumes
of Z12 and Z14 cells; in (B) zoom in of (A) for minima of free energy and stretching.
In (C), schematics of A15 primitive cell with unequal cell volumes: Z12 (blue) and
Z14 (green) polyhedra.

the center and corners of the primitive, cubic cell) and six Z14 cells (two positions
decorating each face of the primitive, cubic cell). An analytical relation for F(A15)
can be obtained using expressions for cellular area, volume and second-moments of
volume for the weighted Voronoi cells of A15. Standard Voronoi partitions derive
from the polyhedra constructed by planes that bisect the center-to-center neighbor
separation vectors normally. Here, we use the weighted partitions of A15 derived by
Kusner and Sullivan [50], which correspond to the (flat-face) polyhedra constructed
from planes at variable separation between the Z12 and Z14 sites (i.e., non-bisecting).
Fixing the length of the primitive cubic cell to 2, and the mean volume per cell is
fixed to V0 = 1 (non-dimensional lengths), the total area of the cells can be expressed
as a function of c, which parameterizes the size of the dodecahedral Z12 cells: the
volumes of these cells are VZ12 = c3 /2; which implies VZ14 = (4 − VZ12 )/3. The mean
cell area [50] is
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8
√
1 √
1X
3 3√
6 + (6 5 − 4 6 − 3)c2
Ai (c) = +
8 i=1
2 2
8

(2.17)

while the total second moments per cubic repeat was calculated by Kashyap and
Neuhoff [51] as
1X
1
Ii (c) = (3c4 − 5c3 + 10).
8 i=1
32
8

(2.18)

Normalizing these by the area and second moment of spheres of V0 = 1 gives the
dimensionless free energy of A15 for flat faced cells,


1/3
√
√
√
5 1/3 
2 2
4
3
Fc (A15) =
(2.19)
12 + 12 6 + (6 5 − 4 6 − 3)c ] (3c − 5c + 10)
55296
The dimensionless area, stretching and free energy are plotted as function of the
volume difference
∆V
2
= (c3 − 2),
V0
3

(2.20)

where ∆V = VZ12 − VZ14 between Z12 and Z14 cells in Fig.(2.2). This shows that the
dimensionless area is minimal for vanishing Z12 volume (c = 0), while dimensionless
stretching is in fact minimized by the standard (centroidal) Voronoi partition (c =
5/4), which has a very nearly equal volumes ∆V /V0 = −0.03. The competition
between these drives for unequal cell volumes which results in optimal free energy
(Fc (A15) = 1.070) for flat faced cells with cmin = 1.22 and ∆V /V0 = −0.12.

2.3

Numerical Optimization of Cell Geometry in Diblock
Foam Model using Surface Evolver

In this section, we use DFM to study optimal spherical domain (SD) phases subject
to different constraints on cells within SD phases by relaxing cellular partitions from
competing SD phases using Surface Evolver (SE) [47]. While most commonly used for
area optimization problems (e.g. dry foam models, minimal surfaces), SE generically
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optimizes a target function (e.g., energy, area) defined on the facets of triangulated
surface mesh subject to various geometric constraints, for example periodic boundary
conditions or volumes within bodies enclosed bodies (e.g., cells or bubbles).

Figure 2.3. A DFM structure for the cubic repeat of C15 is shown in (A), along
with centers shown within the Z12 and Z16 cells, red and blue, respectively. In
(B), equilibrium shapes for three cell geometries studied, in which slight curvature
of cell faces and edges is visible for the relaxed shape cases. Results of the DFM
are shown for 11 competing FK phases (labeled above), plotted as function of mean
coordination, or average number of cell faces hZi: mean dimensionless area (C); mean
dimensionless stretching (D); mean free energy (E); and rms volume variation among
cells relative mean volume hV (X)i (F). In (C)-(E) points are labeled according to
the legend in (D) and the dashed and solid lines shows unconstrained and Voronoi
results respectively for BCC. In (F), variable volume cell results are compared to SD
volumes extracted from SCFT at χN = 40, f = 0.25 and  = 2

To assess the importance of relaxing volume and shape, we consider the three
distinct ensembles of cells, shown for C15 in Fig. (2.3 A,B). We have computed
results for equal-volume, relaxed-shape cells, which cannot exchange mass, and centroidal Voronoi cells, which have fixed flat-face shapes but unequal volumes (also
fixed). The former ensemble neglects the possibility of mass exchange between micelles, while the second optimizes stretching [48] but is suboptimal in terms of cell
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area3 . Neither model is realistic but they provide useful points of comparison to
the unconstrained, relaxed-volume and shape cells, which strictly minimize F(X) for
given X. Fig. (2.3 C) shows that allowing both volume and shape to relax leads to a
complete inversion of the trend of A(X) with hZi. Importantly, there is also a near
degeneracy for the free energy of FK structures in Fig. (2.3 E), which all lie within
0.08% in F(X) (as compared to the relatively large ≈ 1% spread for equal-volume
SD). These results confirm the critical role of volume exchange among asymmetric
qSD in the thermodynamics of lattice formation [19]. Among these nearly degenerate,
fully unconstrained DFM structures, the σ phase overtakes A15 (minimal for fixed,
equal volume) as the minimal energy phase (with next lowest energy for P), consistent with its observation upon in annealing [19, 52] as well as recent SCFT studies of
conformationally asymmetric diblocks [53]. Notably, however, in the relaxed-volume
and shape DFM, σ possesses neither the minimal area (C14), nor minimal stretching
(BCC).
The interplay between area and stretching underlies the emergent asymmetry
in equilibrium qSD volumes. Comparing the equal-volume to unconstrained DFM
results in Fig. (2.3 C,D) shows that volume relaxation has a far more significant effect
on relaxation of A(X) than I(X), which changes little by comparison. Relaxation
proceeds for all structures by inflating cells with relatively larger area, and shrinking
smaller-area cells, restrained only by stretching cost creating highly unequal domain
sizes as showin in Fig. (2.2). Volume exchange for lattices with large proportions
of lower area Z12 cells (e.g., C14 and C15) achieve relatively large (≈ 2%) drops in
A(X) when compared to the high-hZi end of the spectrum (e.g., ≈ 0.2% for A15).
Cell volume asymmetry in equilibrated DFM structures pushes well beyond that
of the natural geometry of Voronoi cells, which is strictly optimal for stretching,
3

Centroidal Voronoi cells have generating points at the centers of volume of the cell, and hence,
for a give X minimize the mean-square distance of all points to their corresponding central point
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but not for its product with the square of dimensionless area. Fig. (2.3 F) shows
that both unconstrained and Voronoi models of SD cell geometry exhibit an increase
volume dispersion with decreasing mean coordination (or, with increasing fraction of
Z12s). However, optimal unconstrained DFM cells are nearly twice as polydisperse in
volume as the Voronoi distribution. This massive volume asymmetry among SD (up
to ≈ 19% variance for C14 and C15) is driven by dramatic reduction in inter-block
contact area, a drive that is ultimately limited by the thermodynamic balance with
the entropic (stretching) costs of filling space with qSD of unequal size. These results
imply that structures with a larger equilibrium volume dispersion (such as the lowerhZi C14 and C15) structures are more susceptible to the effects of thermal processing
that selectively promote or inhibit chain exchange among equilibrating spheres [54]
than phases such as A15, which relax free energy relatively little through volume
equilibration.

2.4

Self-consistent Field Theory of Conformationally Asymmetric Diblocks forming Frank-Kasper Phases

In this section, we use self-consistent field theory (SCFT) of a Gaussian chain
model of diblock copolymer melts [32] to predict structure and thermodynamics of a
multi-chain SD formation and compare contributions to free energy with that of DFM
results. For SCFT, we consider a model where chains possess NA = f N and NB = (1−
f )N segments of A and B type monomers each having statistical segment lengths as aA
and aB = −1 aA respectively but having the same segment volume ρ−1
0 , with the FloryHuggins interaction parameter χ describing the enthalpic repulsion between A and B
blocks. In SCFT, the key statistical quantities are the chain distribution functions
q(x, n) and q † (x, n) which capture the statistical weights (constrained partial partition
functions) of chains “diffusing” from their respective A and B ends to the nth segment
located at position x. Following methods described in ref. [33] and elsewhere, these
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are determined self-consistently according to inter-segment interactions deriving from
R
the mean compositions profiles φA,B (x) = NVQ A,B dn q(x, n)q † (x, n), where Q =
R
R
dx q(x, n)q † (x, n) is the single chain partition function and A,B dn corresponds to
the integration over the A or B block segments.

Figure 2.4. Relative free energy per chain of FK lattices w.r.t BCC as a function
of volume fraction for χN=25

For modest conformational asymmetry, i.e =1.5 and 2, Xie et al. [53] and Kim
et al. [54] have shown that σ is the equilibrium for AB diblock copolymers in melt
over a range of compositions between a stable BCC (low-f ) and hexagonally ordered
cylinders (high-f ). Kim et al. have additionally reported results for FK candidates,
σ, A15, Z, C14 and C15, for χN = 40, which we analyze in more detail. In Fig. 2.4
we also report two new metastable structures H and pσ for AB diblocks at χN = 25.
Although metastable, these phases all beat BCC over a range of f , and H is shown
to be competitive with σ and A15 over the entire range of metastable compositions
studied, 0.23 ≤ f ≤ 0.33.
To compare the DFM predictions to SCFT results, for σ, A15, Z, C14 and C15, at
the highest segregation strength computed (χN = 40) we normalize the free energy
per chain by the value of A15, as plotted in Fig. (2.5A), since according to DFM,
the free energy per chain for each structure is proportional to the same quantities
25

Figure 2.5. (A) Relative free energy (B) Scaled enthalpy (C) Scaled entropy of FK
lattices relative to A15 from SCFT (circles) and DFM (dashed lines) (D) Relative
mean domain sizes of FK lattices (relative to A15). SCFT results are for χN = 40
and  = 2.

(a function of χN ,  and f ) that vary with cell geometry. While DFM models are
strictly constant with f and SCFT results show at least slight variation of relative free
energy with f , we note that the relatively close free energies of SCFT are remarkably
consistent with scale of separation predicted by DFM predictions.
We also compare the relative ranking of σ, A15, Z, C14 and C15 in terms of
0
=
the enthalpic and entropic contributions to the free energy per chain, F̃enthalpy
R
0
0
0
V −1 d3 x χN φA (x)φB (x), and F̃entropy
= F̃tot
− F̃enthalpy
, which are computed from

SCFT solutions as described in ref. [32] and elsewhere (here, primed quantities refer to
values derived from SCFT and unprimed quantities refer to their values from DFM).
To extract strictly the geometric dependence of these thermodynamic quantities, we
note from the DFM model (predicated on the strong-segregation and the polyhedral
interface limits) that

F̃enthalpy =

κ
γA
; F̃entropy = IR02
R0
2

(DFM)

(2.21)

which motivates the definition of scaled-enthalpy A0 and scaled-entropy I 0 computed
0
0
from SCFT results for F̃enthalpy
and F̃entropy
, appropriately scaled by the mean sphere

radius R00 (the radius of a sphere of equal mean volume to equilibrium SD for a given
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structure) according to

0
R00 ; I 0 ≡
A0 ≡ γ −1 F̃enthalpy

0
2F̃entropy
0
κR02

(SCFT).

(2.22)

This definition scales out the variation of enthalpic and entropic contributions due to
the difference in mean domain sizes from structure to structure. Fig. (2.5B,C) plots
the respective SCFT results for scaled enthalpy (A0 (X)) and scaled entropy (I 0 (X))
normalized by the value for A15, and compared to DFM predictions. Additionally,
Fig. (2.5D) plots the mean domain sizes R00 (X) (relative to A15) computed from
SCFT, which largely confirms that generic prediction of DFM, in Eq. (2.15) that
structures corresponding to relatively small stretching costs favor relatively larger
domain sizes (aggregation numbers per sphere).
Previous SCFT studies [53, 54] have shown that the canonical BCC sphere phase
is overtaken by a stable σ lattice when the elastic asymmetry, embodied by ratios
of statistical segment lengths  ≡ aA /aB & 1.5. DFM not only correctly predicts σ
as the dominantly stable sphere phase, but also does a remarkable job of predicting
the relative hierarchy among metastable FK competitors. This is evident in Fig.
(2.5A-C), where we compare the free energies, scaled enthalpies and entropies for σ,
Z, C14, C15 and A15 predicted by the unconstrained cell DFM to AB diblock SCFT
calculations. DFM correctly predicts the narrow 0.01% scale of free-energy splitting
between these competitors for  = 2 diblocks in the composition range f ≤ 0.25, where
f is the volume fraction of the minority block. Moreover, DFM predicts their ranking
relative to σ with the exception of Z, which DFM predicts to be nearly degenerate
with C15.
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2.5

Geometric Analysis of Aspherical Core Domains from
SCFT

In this section, we probe the molecular mechanism that underlies the selection of
FK phases in block copolymers, by analyzing two order parameters that quantify the
respective asymmetric shapes and volumes of SD, computed from the volumes enclosing A-rich cores in SCFT composition profiles of diblocks at χN = 40, f = 0.29 and
for variable conformational asymmetry. The geometry of SD core shapes predicted
by SCFT are extracted from the equilibrium composition profiles, specifically the
isosurfaces where A and B have equal volume fractions, φA (x) = φB (x) = 0.5. From
the isosurfaces, numerically extracted using MatLab, the total areas and enclosed
volumes within each SD in the predicted SCFT structure can be directly computed.
Because the core blocks constitute a fixed fraction f of the entire chain, the core
volume accounts for the same fixed fraction of the entire SD.
The first parameter,
A/B

αi =

Ai − 1
,
Apoly − 1

(2.23)

measures the degree of polyhedral warping of the core in terms of the dimensionless
A/B

area Ai

of the A/B interface of the ith domain relative to a sphere, where Apoly
is
i

the dimensionless area predicted for the perfectly polyhedral interface of the corresponding cell from the unconstrained DFM: αi = 0 for spherical interfaces; and αi = 1
for interfaces that adopt the polyhedral shapes of the DFM cells. We define a second parameter, ν(X), that measures asymmetry of unequal volumes enclosed within
A/B interfaces predicted by SCFT, relative to the volume asymmetry predicted by
polyhedral cells of DFM for the same structure X

ν(X) =

∆Vi (X) 2 1/2
hV (X)i
A/B
∆Vi (X) 2 1/2
hV (X)i
poly
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(2.24)

where ∆Vi (X) = Vi − hV (X)i is the volume deviation of the ith domain relative to
the average in X, and values of ν(X) greater (less) than 1 indicate that SD in SCFT
are more (less) polydisperse predicted by relaxed DFM cells.

Figure 2.6. Measure of areal distortion of AB interface of distinct domains for
competing FK phases computed from SCFT predictions at χN = 40, f = 0.29 (open
circles) and f = 0.34 (filled circles)

It has been argued previously [3] that the polyhedral warping, or faceting, of corecorona interfaces should increase with , which controls the ratio of corona- to coreblock stiffness, due to the relatively lower entropic cost of more uniformly stretched
coronae achieved by polyhedral interfaces. This expectation is consistent with the
observed monotonic increase of α from 0 at  = 1 to the saturated value of α ≈ 0.05
for  & 2 − 3 for the qSD in BCC plotted in Fig. (2.7A)4 . As shown in Fig. (2.6), the
polyhedral warp of the interface grows also with increasing f , due to the increased
proximity of the SD cell boundary to the interface and relatively shorter coronal
blocks at larger core fractions. While clearly far from a sharply faceted shape, the
increase in core shape anisotropy is obvious from 2D cuts through of the SD shown in
Fig. (2.7B), showing a visible warp of A/B interface towards the truncated-octahedral
shape of the BCC cell at  = 3.
4

While this extends beyond what is realized with most flexible linear diblocks, bulky side chains
including bottlebrush configurations and miktoarm polymers would make the upper limit accessible.
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Figure 2.7. The polyhedral warping of the A/B interface, measured by αi from
SCFT profiles of χN = 40 and f = 0.29 diblocks, of BCC SD is plotted vs. conformational asymmetry  = aA /aB in (A). Corresponding 2D cross sections (normal
to [100] through center of primitive cell) of SD within the truncated-octahedral cells
of BCC are shown in (B), with composition varying from red in A-rich regions to
blue in B-rich regions (A/B interface is white). Also shown in vectors are the mean
orientation of A-block segments (polar order parameter) [4]. In (C), the areal distortion of Z14 and Z12 SD from SCFT predictions of A15 are shown (same composition
and segregation strength as BCC), with corresponding section of the Z14 (cut normal
to [100] through face of primitive cell, see Fig. 2.7A) SD shown in (D) as in (B).
Additionally, spatial distribution of the A-block (core forming) chain ends are shown
in (E), varying from zero density (blue) to maximal density (red) within the cores.
Schematics illustrating respective discoidal and polyhedral qSD packing are shown in
(F). In (G), the volume dispersion (normalized by the DFM prediction) is plotted vs.
conformational asymmetry.

For the FK phases, which are composed of distinct-symmetry SD, areal distortion
exhibits a markedly different dependence on increased coronal/core stiffness, as illustrated by the plots of α12 and α14 vs.  for A15 in Fig. (2.6) and Fig. (2.7C). Z12
domains exhibit a monotonic, albeit modest, increase in distortion with . Surprisingly, for the Z14 domains, the excess area drops from its maximal value of α14 ' 0.4
in the conformationally symmetric case for  = 1 down to a lower, yet significant
plateau value of α14 ' 0.2, roughly twice the areal distortion for BCC. The origin
of this counterintuitive drop in dimensionless area of the Z14 cells with increased
outer block stiffness is illustrated in Fig. (2.7D), which compares 2D sections of the
Z14 qSD of A15 at  = 1 and  = 3. While the shape for larger outer-block stiff-
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ness ( = 3) is consistent with a quasi-faceted interface that copies the polyhedral
cell (with rounded edges) of the Z14 domain, the conformationally symmetric case
( = 1) is neither faceted nor spherical. It instead adopts oblate, or discoidal shape.
Like the case for the Z14 cells of A15, these higher-αi cells of C15 and Z also undergo a
discoidal-to-polyhedral transition as  is varied from 1 (conformationally symmetric)
to ≈ 2 (conformationally asymmetric)
To analyze the intra-domain structure of chain packing in more detail, we compute
the polar orientational order parameter, tA (x), of A block segments using methods
described in ref. [4],
V
tA (x) =
6N Q

Z

A

dn[q∇q † − q † ∇q],

(2.25)

where the vector orientation of the segments is defined to point from the free A end
towards the junction point along the chains. This vector orientational order parameter
of A-segments [4] and the spatial distribution of A-block chain ends are shown in Fig.
(2.7D,E). For larger , the preference for more uniform coronal block stretching drives
the quasi-polyhedral domain shape, with radial chain trajectories extending from the
center of the domain, a point at which core block ends are concentrated. In contrast,
for the case of  = 1, the stiffness of the core blocks is sufficient to resist deformations
away from uniform core thickness. Occupying the somewhat flattened Z14 cell with a
qSD of uniform core thickness then leads to the discoidal shape, in which chain ends
spread laterally in a quasi-lamellar core rimmed by a quasi-toroidal packing at its
circumference. The preference for uniform core thickness within the relatively oblate
Z14 cell, which gives rise to a larger area discoidal interface for  = 1, ultimately gives
way to the quasi-polyhedral qSD shape, and corresponding radial chain stretching,
with increased outer block stiffness for  & 2 (see schematic in Fig. (2.7F)).
Fig. 2.8 shows evidence of this same discoidal → polyhedral transition qSD within
the most oblate cells of other FK phases, C15 and Z, leading to a corresponding
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drop in excess area αi from  = 1 to  ≈ 2 for those cells. In Fig. (2.7G) we
find this intra-domain shape transition with increasing corona-/core-block stiffness
is coupled to a transition in volume asymmetry among qSD. Discoidal domains of
the conformationally symmetric diblocks ( = 1) realize a volume dispersion that is
strongly divergent from the polyhedral geometry in the DFM, including both greater
(ν(X) > 1, for A15) and lesser (ν(X) < 1 for Z, C15) dispersity. Yet, in the limit
of  & 2, relatively stiffer coronal blocks pull the cores into radial-stretching, quasipolyhedral shapes. This transition to more compact cores, in turn, results into volume
redistributing among equilibrium qSD tending to the ν(X) → 1 limit, consistent with
agreement between asymmetric volumes of DFM and SCFT shown in Fig. (2.7F).
Notwithstanding the broad agreement between SCFT and DFM predictions, the
degree of polyhedral warping of qSD shape is both arguably modest (i.e., α . 0.3
for   1 for this χN and f ) and highly variable in the FK structures, suggesting
a heterogeneous degree of shape frustration among cells. Moreover, the discoidal →
polyhedral transition occurs only in high-α qSD, whereas low-α cells (e.g., Z12 cells
of A15) maintain radial stretching and a monotonic dependence on . What controls
the variability of coupling between cell geometry of polyhedral distortion? Fig. (2.9)
shows the correlation between αi for qSD extracted from SCFT at χN = 40, f = 0.25
and  = 2 (i.e. in the quasi-polyhedral shape regime) plotted as a function the
dimensionless stretching Ii for the corresponding cells from the DFM. The generically
increasing trend of αi with Ii for cell geometries across competing phases argues that
the variable degree of shape frustration within distinct qSD, and its consequent impact
on qSD core shape, is regulated by the constraints of asymmetric chain-stretching in
polyhedral cells. In other words, the ultimate degree of asphericity of core distortion
of qSD (measured by dimensionless area), is in fact, controlled by the local asphericity
in radial stretching required by space-filling chain packing (measured by dimensionless
radius of gyration).
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Figure 2.8. (A) 3D density plot of core block forming A15 from SCFT data at
f =0.29, =1, χN = 40 in the primitive cell (on left) with the Z14 cell surrounding a
corresponding qSD on the [100] face shown in green (on right) corresponding to the
sections shown in main text Fig. 3. (B) shows the same but for the C15 structure,
and a 2D section through a < 111 > plane through the center of a Z12 cell shown
in blue (on right). The composition and segment orientation for the Z12 domain of
C15 are shown in (C), with the end distribution of the core A-block shown in (D)
for conformationally symmetric and asymmetric cases. (E) shows a hexagonal cell of
Z phase from SCFT results at the same conditions at (A) and (B) (on left), with a
cut through the center of the Z15 cell shown in orange (on right). The composition
and segment orientation for the Z15 domain of Z are shown in (F), with the end
distribution of the core A-block shown in (G) for conformationally symmetric and
asymmetric cases.
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Figure 2.9. Correlation between polyhedral warping of core shapes (αi ) within
symmetry-distinct qSD extract from SCFT at χN = 40, f = 0.25 and  = 2 and
the degree of frustration of chain stretching in the correspond cell, quantified by the
(cell-wise) dimensionless stretching moment, Ii

2.6

Appendix: DFM free energy in Surface Evolver

In this section, we briefly overview our procedure to compute both enthalpy and
entropic cost of stretching for DFM free energy for SD phases using Surface Evolver.
We construct initial configurations that are input into SE by generating the
Voronoi partitions from the point lattice positions of competitor structures within
triply periodic, rectilinear box. The aspect ratio of the periodic cell dimensions
and the initial coordinates of the cell centers are extracted from references listed
for each FK phase in Supporting Information of [55]. Voronoi cells are computed
using Voro + + [56] and then converted into SE input files.
Dimensionless area derives directly from computed total facet area and enclosed
volumes of cells, while the stretching is computed as follows. For cell i in structure X,
an initial center x0i is chosen as fixed reference point within the body. Since x0i is, in
general, not the centroid of i, the stretching integral xi splits into two contributions,

Ii = Ii0 (x0i ) − Vi |xi − x0i |2
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(2.26)

where Ii0 (x0i ) ≡

R

Vi

d3 x|x−x0i |2 is the second moment of Vi with respect to the reference

point x0i . For a triangulated mesh composed of triangular facets with center Xf , area
∆Af , (outward) normal Nf , these quantities can be approximated using the discrete
sums,
1X
∆Af Nf · (Xf − x0i )|Xf − x0i |2 ,
5 f ∈i

(2.27)



1 X
∆Af Nf · (Xf − x0i ) (Xf − x0i ).
4Vi f ∈i

(2.28)

Ii0 (x0i ) =
and
xi − x0i =

These quantities are evaluated by use of

facet general integral in SE. In the

limit of ∆Af → 0 these sums converge to the integral quantity with an error inversely
proportional to the number of facets.
Cell shape optimizations are performed in order to minimize dimensionless free
energy (F), area (A) or stretching (I) for a given set of constraints, fixed periodicity,
number of cells and with or without enforcing equal volume among distinct cells. Numerical optimization proceeds by successive interaction of vertex relaxation followed
by mesh refinement steps. For each mesh refinement, vertices are relaxed until the
optimized quantity (F, A or I) changes by less than 10−6 . Mesh refinements proceed
until the total change of post-relaxation value of the target quantity falls below 10−6
upon successive mesh refinements.
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CHAPTER 3
METROLOGY OF SUBDOMAIN FEATURES IN
COMPLEX CRYSTALS OF BLOCK COPOLYMERS

3.1

Introduction

In chapter 2, we studied the the importance of volume asymmetry among distinct
polyhedral cells of Frank-Kasper (FK) phases in thermodynamic selection of optimal
spherical packings using diblock foam model. We corroborated this from geometric
analysis of quasi-spherical core domains obtained from self-consistent field theory of
conformationally asymmetric diblock copolymers and concluded that volume asymmetry among domains (by virtue of chain exchange) to be an underlying mechanism
behind selection of equilibrium FK phases over canonical sphere packings such as
body-centered cubic (BCC).
Other features of domain geometry include inhomogeneous curvatures of an intermaterial dividing surface (IMDS) that bounds the domains and varying local thickness
which is a feature in all BCP morphologies with the exception of lamellae. The inability for a single molecular motif to fill the domains is often referred to as “packing
frustration” experienced by chains [57, 3, 58]. Packing frustration is intrinsic to structure and thermodynamics of complex BCP phases like triply periodic, bicontinuous
networks and FK sphere phases. Initially, area minimizing properties of triply periodic minimal surfaces (TPMS) and their constant mean curvature (CMC) cousins
were invoked to rationalize the occurrence of bicontinuous network phases of BCPs
[59]. Matsen and Bates proposed that the particular geometry of chain packing at
the center of the nodal junctions Fig. (3.1) between tubular domains in bicontinuous
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phases introduces regions of especially high stretching of the minority blocks and,
further, that this degree of frustration can be intuitively connected to the number of
struts joining at a node [57]. Based on the anatomy of tubular domains of double
gyroid (DG) and double diamond (DD) which have 3 struts and 4 struts joining at a
node respectively, they rationalized equilibrium DG over DD in dBCPs.

Figure 3.1. Rendering of double gyroid (DG) which can be decomposed as two
non-intersecting tubular domains (red) and matrix domain (blue) is shown in (A).
Single network domain and matrix domain is shown in (B) along with skeletal graph
inside the tubular domain. Skeletal graph is made up of struts that connects nodes at
Wcykoff positions of Ia3̄d space group symmetry. Previously, “packing frustration”
in TPN morphologies is attributed to inhomogeneous domain thickness of tubular
domains measured as molecules extending from domain boundary to the skeletal
graph as shown for nodal region from DG in (C). We also paint the boundary with
domain thickness highlighting regions of varying domain thickness

While advanced characterization techniques led to identifying IMDS from tomographic data and subsequently compute local variations of curvatures on IMDS
[60, 61], specific information on chain configurations within the domains is still elusive. Given this challenge, we seek to develop generic methods to quantify domain
thickness that is applicable to any morphology in both theoretical models and experimental data. In section 2, we introduce a geometric framework to decompose domain
geometry and aid us in quantifying local variations in domain thickness such that it
is relevant to thermodynamic models of BCP assembly. In section 3, we introduce
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a new method to compute domain thickness, medial ansatz that is based on medial
sets (defined later) of the IMDS. We compare distributions of domain thickness from
medial ansatz with that of more commonly used centroidal (skeletal) ansatz and argue which of these measures likely resembles the extension of BCP chains within
each domain. In section 4, we show medial sets for tubular and matrix domains of
DG. The medial sets for tubular domain is a 2D web like surface that has the same
topology as the skeletal graph where as for matrix domain this approximates to the
G minimal surface. We compute the domain thickness based on these medial sets
and compare them with skeletal ansatz. We further show an example of computing
medial sets from experimental tomographic data and compute domain thickness. In
section 5, we compute medial sets of both core and coronal domains of FK sphere
packings starting from IMDS obtained from self-consistent field theory (SCFT).

3.2

Preliminaries: Subdomain Decomposition of Morphology

In this section we overview geometrical concepts for measuring the morphologies of
BCP assembly at the subdomain scale. In particular, we focus on metrics of the morphology that capture variation in the local packing environment of different chains.
While lamellar morphologies permit uniform subdomain shapes, all other morphologies, namely complex morphologies such as bicontinuous networks and low-symmetry
sphere packings, require variation of subdomain motifs [58]. For the purposes of clarity, we focus primarily on the case of linear AB diblock copolymers (dBCP), although,
as we highlight in the conclusion, these concepts generalize to the considerably larger
class of phase morphologies for more complex block and multiblock architectures. Our
aim is to describe the key geometrical features of the BCP domain shapes that carry
information about the thermodynamics of their melt assembly and the consequences
of packing frustration.
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While metrics of subdomain morphology are perhaps best framed by the SSL theory of dBCP [29, 62, 28, 31, 38, 63], in this discussion we aim to present these geometrical measures in a way that applies to realistic physical scenarios, notwithstanding
the limiting and often unrealistic approximations of this theoretical idealization. Notably, we overview geometrical abstractions of the BCP domains that can be applied
to real systems, given morphological data at the suitable scale and resolution. Our
primary assumption is that the microphase-separated melt morphology can be characterized in terms of a set of composition fields φα (x) that describe the mean local
volume fraction of monomer type α at point x throughout the 3D volume of the melt
(e.g., for linear AB diblocks α = A or B). This type of data is readily available from
numerical SCF computations [33, 32] or suitably coarse-grained simulations of chain
models. Additionally, it can be inferred to some extent from measurements of image
contrast in various electron microscopy techniques or other approaches.
Before proceeding to describe metrics of subdomain morphology, we first define the
key terminology and geometric objects that are used in our characterization. While
notions of “domain shape” and “packing frustration” are widely employed in discussions of BCP morphology, they are typically invoked somewhat vaguely and often
in rather qualitative terms or instead overly specific scenarios whose generalizations
to other situations (e.g., morphologies) remain unclear. For example, what is meant
when we describe the “thickness” of a domain in the bicontinuous DG morphology?
With this context in mind, we define subdomain morphology in specific terms that (i)
can, in principle, be characterized quantitatively by physical observables, (ii) provide
a meaningful connection to the underlying chain packing thermodynamics, and (iii)
can be generalized to morphologies of arbitrary shape and topology.
For the purposes of this discussion, we describe this analysis as a subdomain decomposition of BCP morphology. This decomposition is summarized schematically in
Fig. (3.2). The essential idea is to divide up a physical configuration of microphase-
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separated BCP melts into distinct and specific regions (volumes), whose geometry can
be analyzed via quantitative metrics that correlate directly with the free energy of
chain packing in those structures and its local variation throughout a given morphology. At the coarsest level, this begins by dividing a BCP melt into distinct domains,
a term which we give a specific topological meaning. Domains are volumes occupied
by the dBCP chains (both components) that associate to a common IMDS. We then
further refine this definition to a pair of subdomains as the volumes occupied by the
respective dBCP blocks that associate to a specific point (i.e., an infinitesimal areal
patch) on the IMDS.
Operationally, the subdomain decomposition can be performed as follows. Given
a microphase-separated BCP melt within some predefined total volume V, the set
of IMDSs of the domains may be determined from the level sets of the composition
fields. Specifically, for an AB dBCP, these are the 2D sets of points Sd where the unlike
composition fields are equal, φA (Sd ) = φB (Sd ) = 1/2. While this condition strictly
may not be satisfied for extremely weakly segregated melts (e.g., for which the notion
of IMDS not well suited), it is achieved under practically all experimentally relevant
conditions where BCP microdomains form. Depending on the assembly topology,
e.g., whether cylinders, layers, spheres, or networks, these IMDSs will split into a set
of M disconnected surfaces, Sd , which we then can label with the domain index d
= 1, ..., M, according to each connected surface in V. Hence, there is one domain
for every sphere and cylinder in the assembly, while notably, each lamellar “double
layer” corresponds to two domains by this count. Given the set of IMDSs, we can
define volumes Vd,A and Vd,B associated with A and B portions of domain d as follows
(see Fig. (3.2)). The domain volume Vd,i corresponds to the set of points such that
φi (x) (i.e., x is in a i-type “brush” region), and the AB junctions of chains passing
through x are the most likely to lie on Sd among all IMDSs. In this sense, we refer
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Figure 3.2. Domains and subdomains of BCP morphologies. The four most common domain topologies of AB diblock copolymers: lamella, cylinders, spheres, and
bicontinuous networks. Each topology is shown in terms of a spatially periodic pattern
of compositions with red/blue highlighting spatial regions where the local majority
composition in A/B segment type, and boundaries between these A- and B-rich regions are separated by intermaterial dividing surfaces (IMDSs), which also defines the
positions of junctions between blocks. A single domain, the volume corresponding to
chains that associate to a common IMDS, is highlighted as an opaque region of each
morphology. Each domain is further subdivided into a series of subdomains, which
correspond to the infinitesimal, wedge-like, volumes of chains that associate to a common point (or patch) of the IMDS, highlighted in white in each case. The collection
of subdomains are composed of brush-like domains extending away from the IMDS
up to the terminal boundaries, surfaces which delineate the contact between opposing
domains (or subdomains). Although opposing brushes always interpenetrate to some
degree, the terminal boundaries can nevertheless be defined as 2D surfaces in terms
of the boundaries of the association map that describes the probability of a chain
segment passing through a given point having its junction associated with points on
the IMDSs.

to the points x ∈ Vd,α as associated to the common IMDS at Sd . The union of Vd,A
and Vd,B then defines the dth domain of the melt.
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A subdomain can be defined by choosing a point xI,d ∈ Sd and considering a local
patch of the IMDS at of xI,d surface area dA of domain d. The subdomains dVd,α are
then defined as the volumes of points in Vd,α that associate to the IMDS at xI,d (i.e.,
these are points where chain junctions are closest to xI,d among all IMDS points).
Graphically, subdomains are wedge-like volumes that extend away from the IMDS
into the brush regions on either side of the interface (see examples highlight in white,
in Fig. (3.2)). Notice that a subdomain is infinitesimal in lateral width but extends
to finite dimension along the chains. This is motivated by the fact that in the SSL
the area per chain and extent of chain fluctuations transverse to its mean trajectory
become arbitrarily small when compared to the mean extension as χN → ∞ [38, 64].
Therefore, from this SSL perspective, the finite volume of entire domains should be
considered to include a collection of wedge-like subdomain volumes, each of which
can be thought to incorporate one (or more) BCP chain volumes.
Finally, we define the terminal boundaries Td,α as the surfaces swept out by the
“outer edges” of subdomains of both types. For example, consider the points in
dVd,A that extend away from the IMDS of the lamellar domain in Fig. (3.2). At its
outer edge, which we call the terminal boundary, dVd,A meets another subdomain,
say dVd+1,A corresponding to the neighbor domain d + 1. The set of outer edges,
or termini, of dVd,A forms the 2D (generically nonplanar) terminal surface Td,A ; in
this example, it constitutes the boundary between two like domains, Vd,A and Vd+1,A .
Notice that this definition of terminal boundaries does not require any specific assumptions about interpenetration of the brushes. the terminal boundaries correspond
to invisible boundaries that divide opposing brush regions according to the condition
that it is equally likely that a chain at that point on the terminal boundary associates
to more than one IMDS points. As we illustrate below, this definition provides a natural and generic means to decompose a packing of compact domains (e.g., spheres
and cylinders) into cellular shapes that are topologically equivalent to more familiar
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Voronoi tessellations of crystal packings, but whose shapes reflect the actual physical
locations of chains and therefore differ substantially from those cellular polyhedral
(e.g., unlike strictly planar Voronoi cells, terminal surfaces in general may have curved
shapes). Crudely speaking, we can think of the terminal points as labeling the furthest
reaches of chain stretching away from an IMDS.
Importantly, we note that in most (i.e., nonlamellar) domain types there is an
“inner” terminal surface, where the subdomain termini contact other subvolumes
from the same domain, but those subdomains are associated with distinct points on
the same IMDS. As a natural example, consider the inner (core) subdomain in the
hexagonally packed cylinder phase, where it is commonly assumed that the chain
termini should bunch along the 1D axis through the center of the domain. More
generally, this inner terminal surface will be also 2D, which is perhaps easiest to envision supposing a distorted cylindrical domain, whose IMDS cross section is elliptical
rather than circular (see discussion of Fig. (3.6) below). In this case, one expects
that the inner terminal boundary will be a planar 2D strip. Crossing from bottom
to top, this strip delineates regions of the domain that where chains associate to the
bottom and top portion of the IMDS. Below, we show that while this definition is
quite natural and generalizes to any domain shape, it leads us to revisit previous
assumptions about packing frustration in complex domains like DG, where the geometries of both the “inner” and “outer” terminal boundaries are far from intuitive.
Crucially, the inner terminal boundaries distinctly need not be limited to the usually assumed points (spheres), straight lines (cylinders), skeletal graphs (networks) or
parallel planes (lamellae).
With these specific definitions in mind, we now proceed to describe examples a
generic approach to quantify chain stretching via geometric proxies of the terminal
boundary geometry.
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3.3

Medial vs Centroidal Domain Thickness

In this section, we consider aspects of chain packing within the like-material component regions of BCP domains away from the IMDS. Our key question is, for a
given morphology, what is the physically meaningful notion of thickness of a domain
that describes how far chains reach into a domain and which measures best capture
variation of the thickness in complex domain shapes and packings? Notably, with the
expection of IMDS, the specific structure of chains packing within these chemically
homogeneous domains is far less accessible to the most common experimental techniques although it is critical to the thermodynamics of the BCP assembly, particularly
when it comes to predicting and understanding why some complex morphologies appear and others do not. Thus, we focus on measures of the domain thickness and local
extension of chains that can be inferred from the composition field of unlike domains
and the IMDS, i.e., without specific data on the chain configurations themselves.
To clarify our meaning of domain thickness, we return to the terminology introduced above in section 3.2, where sub-domains describe the wedge-like volumes of
chains that associate to a particular point on a particular IMDS. On either side of
that IMDS, chains extend away from their interblock junctions into brush-like domains of like material. If we imagine following the extension of the chain along the
contour of the subdomain, we eventually encounter chains from an opposing brush,
i.e., chains that associate to some other distant point on an IMDS (which could belong
to the same or a different domain). The point along the subdomain contour where its
segments are equally likely to belong to some other subdomain marks the terminal
boundary, essentially the geometric “end” of the subdomain. We define the local
thickness of this portion of the domain (belonging to one of the polymeric blocks) as
the distance between the terminal point and its corresponding point on the IMDS,
where the chain junctions lie.
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While chain ends are in fact distributed throughout the volume of the subdomain
and there is always some degree of brush interpenetration even in well-segregated
samples, such a local thickness measure has the clear advantage that this quantity
enters directly in the SST description of BCP thermodynamics in the leading order
entropic cost of chain stretching in the brushes. The coupling between entropy and
3D packing of chains is arguably made most transparent in what is known as the
parabolic brush theory [36] for the entropy in the SSL, which takes the form for the
domain
Fstd,α
=



3π 2 ρ0
8Nα2 a2α

=

Z



Ad,α

Z
3π 2 ρ0
dV z 2
8Nα2 a2α
Vd,α
Z hd,α
dz dAd,α (z)z 2

(3.1)

0

where Nα and aα are the respective number and statistical length of α-type segments,
and ρ−1
0 is their (assumed) common volume. In this formulation, the parabolic brush
entropy “measures” the mean-square distance along the trajectories away from the
IMDSs, averaged over the volumes of those brush domains (of each block), up to
its maximal distance, hd,α . Hence, these heights hd,α , which we call the subdomain
thicknesses, are the most directly relevant measures of thickness from the point of view
of the SSL thermodynamics of chain packing. With this in mind the natural question
becomes given a set of BCP domain shapes, specified by a set of corresponding IMDSs;
how do we extract subdomain thicknesses hd,α , i.e., without direct access to the chain
configurations themselves?
At first glance, the notion of subdomain thickness for BCP seems fairly intuitive.
On the inside of an IMDS (say for a cylinder of spherical domain), chains extend
some distance toward the “center” or “midpoint” of that volume, while on the outside
chains stretch up to a “halfway” point between opposing brushes meeting from two
neighbor domains. Despite their intuitive appeal, these notions run into ambiguity
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as soon as one tries to account for local variations of domain shape required from
space-filling BCP assemblies.

Figure 3.3. Centroidal vs medial thickness of ellipsoid. (A) An ellipsoidal model
of an IMDS shape, which is partially cut away to reveal its inner medial surface, a
central disc normal to axis of revolution (semiminor axis). (B, C) Centroidal thickness and medial thickness, respectively, measured in the cross section of the ellipsoid.
In the former (centroidal) the thickness is measured from the bounding surface (i.e.,
IMDS) to the centroid of the volume, while in the latter (medial) the thickness extends normally away from boundary surface, up to the medial surface, a 1D line in
section, shown as black. (D) Comparison of the normalized distributions of centroid
and medial thickness h for the ellipsoid. In (B) and (C), cartoons (red) schematically depict the chain packing motifs associated with different thickness measures,
suggesting a generically lower entropic cost for medial stretching.

To illustrate this point, and to introduce a generic framework for defining subdomain thickness from IMDS shapes, consider the interior to an ellipsoidal domain
shown schematically in Fig. (3.3A). This shape could approximate the oblate shape
of quasi-spherical domains in, say, a FK phase as we describe below, but for now we
simply ask the following question: given such a convex, but anisotropic IMDS shape,
how should one estimate its thickness? As outlined above, the notion of domain thickness depends on the location of the terminal boundary, that is, the locus of points
that define the furthest reaches of subdomains extending away from the IMDS into
the interior of this domain.
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Arguably the simplest assumption for this terminal boundary, and one that is often assumed for the interior of convex domains, such as spheres and cylinders, is what
we call the centroidal ansatz [38, 3]. Here, the terminal boundary is the point-like
centroid of volume of convex domains (e.g., Fig. (3.3B)) or the line-like centroid of
cross-sectional area for quasi-cylindrical domains. For perfectly symmetrical, spherical or circular, IMDS shapes, this is quite reasonable as all chains would have to
extend the same distance to the central point or 1D axis from the IMDS. However,
constraints on the packing on spheroidal or cylindrical BCP at constant density always require some perturbation from perfect spherical or cylindrical IMDS symmetry.
Moreover, asymmetric IMDS shapes become a symptom, if not a feature, of complex
spheroidal phases such as FK phases. Hence, a realistic description of chain packing
in convex BCP domains must account for anisotropic domain shapes that depart from
spherical or cylindrical. Considering the simple example of the ellipsoidal domain,
it is intuitive to see that the centroidal ansatz would assume that subdomains must
vary in their extension, with relatively longer (shorter) thickness extending from the
high-curvature (low-curvature) points on the IMDS to the center point, a distribution
which corresponds to the yellow thickness histogram in Fig. (3.3D). It is also intuitive that the more anisotropic the domain shape becomes, the more pronounced is
the asymmetry between the largest and smallest local thickness value if the terminal
boundary is fixed to the centroid. From a thermodynamic point of view, such asymmetric stretching becomes unfavorable relative to a more uniform distribution of the
chain entropy.
This dilemma motivates a second terminal packing motif, which we denote as
the medial ansatz which is formally connected to what is known as the medial set
of a surface (embedded in three Euclidean dimensions), a concept developed in the
field of computational geometry [65, 66, 67, 68]. Mathematically, the medial set (or
sometimes it is called medial skeleton or medial axis) is the set of points equidistant to
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two or more points on a boundary surface (or set of bounding surfaces). To visualize
this, consider a point interior to the ellipsoidal domain in Fig. (3.3A). The distance
to the closest point on the boundary surface extends along the normal of that surface
at the closest point. As we consider the points distributed along a common normal
vector, they all have to the same closest point on the boundary surface, until we reach
a point that is equally distant to another point coming from the opposite side of the
boundary surface. For the oblate ellipsoid, as shown in the cross section in Fig. (3.3C),
these points lie on the mirror plane that bisects the ellipsoid (perpendicular to the
semiminor axis), and the set of those points constitute a flat 2D surface as a disk.
Notice that medial points corresponding to the high-curvature rims of the ellipsoid
occur where the local normals of the boundary surface focus and intersect, forming a
circular edge of this medial set.
If we consider the distances from the boundary surface to the medial surface of
the ellipsoid, we find a medial thickness distribution given by the orange histogram in
Fig. (3.3D). Comparison to the (yellow) centroidal thickness distribution shows the
obvious conclusion that for each point on the IMDS the medial thickness is strictly
less than the centroidal thickness for the same corresponding point. It can be shown
that the medial set construction not only generates a local thickness, but it also
tessellates the entire domain into a set of space-filling subdomains. That is, within
the infinitesimal wedge- like subvolumes that extend from the bounding IMDS along
its normal, all points up to the medial thickness are associated in the sense that they
are closest to the same point on the boundary.
Hence, we propose here that the medial mapping provides a natural and generic
model of chain stretching along the normal on either side of an arbitrarily shaped
IMDS. Schroeder-Turk, Hyde and co-workers [69, 70] first proposed the medial thickness as a physical metric of inhomogeneous thickness for low molar mass lyotropic
examples of the bicontinuous phases [71, 72] and triply periodic network phases of
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BCPs [73] based on medial sets of triply periodic minimal surfaces. Here, we extend those insights to the asymmetric packing constraints in multiple domain BCP
morphologies, for both network and non- network morphologies. Indeed, since both
centroidal and medial ansatzes provide space-filling motifs, it is straightforward to argue that the entropic cost of stretching in the latter should be generically lower than
the former for the same domain shape. That is, not only are medial chain packings
possible for arbitrary domain shapes, they very likely provide a more realistic description of the optimal free energy configurations. Taken together, this suggests that the
medial thickness provides the most natural and generic metric for chain packing in
BCP domains.
In the sections 3.4 and 3.5, we give two demonstrations of the implications of
medial geometry of BCP domains by comparing it to other previously invoked and,
while arguably more intuitive, less physically realistic notions of domain thickness.
First, we consider how the medial geometry of bicontinuous phases, like DG and
DD, revises the heuristic notion of packing frustration, principally for the blocks
that constitute the interior of the tubular network domains. Second, we consider
the medial geometry of the “outer blocks” in various periodic packings of spherelike domains and revise the standard notion that each sphere-like domain occupies a
polyhedral cell- like volume. We refer the reader to the appendix at the end of this
chapter where we present details of the workflow involved and instructions to obtain
prerequisite data structures necessary to compute medial surfaces via two different
algorithms starting from either BCP composition fields or IMDS shape directly, as
input.
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3.4

Skeletal vs Medial Thickness in Bicontinuous Tubular
Networks

In this section, we will quantify sub-domain thickness and chain packing within
inhomogeneous molecular environments within complex geometry of DG. Understanding the nature of chain packing within bicontinuous phases has been central to rationalizing their thermodynamic stability in BCP phase diagram. To appreciate the
problem of packing within tubular network phases, it is useful to recall the anatomy
of these phases. Here, we focus our description on the DG phase (see Fig. (3.4)), but
this anatomy generalizes to other double network phases, such as the DD and DP
structures. On the basis of the definition of domains given above, an infinite triply
periodic (cubic) structure of DG phase includes only two domains (see Fig. (3.2)).
These domains are separated by a saddle-like terminal surface that divides the two
matrix blocks at contact between their opposing brushes and confines the two independent minority domains into two equal volumes. To a good approximation, this
outer terminal surface has the shape of the triply periodic G minimal surface. The
IMDSs within either domain have the form of two tubular surfaces that interconnect
in a network of 3-coordinated nodes. These tubular surfaces have the same topology
and general shape as the CMC variants of gyroid surfaces. The topology of each
network can be abstracted to a skeleton of bonds (skeletal graph) that thread within
the tubular struts from the center of [74, 75] one 3-coordinated node to the next. The
nodes (or vertices) of each of the two skeletons, each a single gyroid (SG) network,
are situated at eight of the 16b Wyckoff positions of the Ia3̄d cubic space group of
DG (the other SG skeleton spans on the other eight positions).
Beyond this topological property, these skeletons have been used for characterizing
the packing geometry of the double network morphologies, although it must be noted
that they do not strictly encode geometrical properties of the domains, so that one
should consider their use as morphological metrics with care. The skeletons seemingly
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Figure 3.4.
Skeletal vs medial thickness of tubular network domains. (A) A
unit cell of the cubic DG, highlighting the skeletal graph (red line) of that threads
through one of the single gyroids, with a single nodal unit of the IMDS highlighted as
in Figure 3. Here again, we consider the f = 0.3 level set model of the gyroid IMDS.
(B) Distribution of local skeletal thickness, h, measured from the IMDS to the closest
point on the skeleton. The histogram in (C) compares the thickness distributions
from the skeletal ansatz for the inner domain (red) to the thickness distribution of
the outer (matrix) domain (blue), which in this plot is computed as a half the distance
from a point on the IMDS to its closest point on the other IMDS. For comparison, (D)
shows the “medial web” corresponding to the interior medial surface (dark red) within
the IMDS of the same single gyroid domain as (A). (E) shows the medial thickness
distribution from the IDMS to its corresponding point on the medial web, shown in
(G). The color scale is shown via the same scaled thickness in (B), (E), and (G),
highlighting clearly that the largest skeletal thickness corresponding to the shortest
medial thickness regions. (F) plots the normalized medial thickness for inner (red)
and outer (blue) domains. Comparison of (C) to (F) shows that medial thicknesses
are considerably less disperse and shorter, on average, than skeletal thicknesses.

approximate the “centers” of the tubular domains and therefore are often invoked
to construct an intuitive generalization of the centroidal ansatz of convex domains,
which we call here the skeletal ansatz [40], in which the blocks extend from the
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IMDS to a terminal boundary that is confined to this 1D graph (see Fig. (3.4AC)). Fig. (3.4B) which shows the spatial distribution of distances from the IMDS
to the skeleton for the tubular block of DG (the figure shows the 3-fold nodal unit
of the IMDS). In Fig. (3.4C), we compare the skeletal thickness distribution of this
tubular block to the matrix block, which we measure as 1/2 of the distance from a
point on the IMDS to the closest point on the IMDS of the other network (note that
the midpoints between these IMDS to IMDS separations roughly approximate the G
minimal surface). Indeed, the skeletal thickness distribution of the block within the
tubes is larger on average and more disperse than the matrix thickness distribution
of the block outside the IMDS, seemingly confirming the idea that key “problem” for
the DG is primarily packing within the interior of the tubular junction, which is most
often (e.g., for linear AB diblocks) the minority component block.
Employing the medial measurement of subdomain thickness paints a qualitatively
different picture of packing frustration in bicontinuous network phases and one, which
we argue, more accurately reflects the physical constraints of chain packing and thermodynamics of these phases. Fig. (3.4D) shows the medial surfaces computed from
the two IMDSs of the DG phase (from a 30% minority level set model ). This includes the terminal boundary of the matrix phase, which roughly follows the gyroid
minimal surface and divides the two domains at the extreme of the outer brushes.
The interior of each tubular (SG) network is described by a medial surface that maps
out the “midpoint” on the interior of that domain. Notably, these are not 1D sets
(although the 1D skeletons lie within the medial surface), but a 2D, web-like surface that threads through each network. These interior medial surfaces spread out
into quasi-triangular “webs” that span the plane of the 3-coordinated nodes of the
skeleton (see Fig. (3.4G). Between two webs on adjacent nodes of the single gyroid
the tangent planes define a dihedral angle which rotates by ±70.50 as one progresses
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along the skeletal graph, where the rotation sense is constant for a given SG network
and defines its chirality [40].
The web-like appearance of the medial surfaces interior to the tubular IMDS
encodes a simple fact: polymeric blocks need not extend all the way to the 1D skeletons of the network, but instead need only to extend to this medial web to fill the
“middle” of the tubular domains. The implications of this fact are most easily seen
by comparing the inner domain thickness distributions of the skeletal graph vs the
medial subdomains in spatial maps of thickness in Fig. (3.4B,E) and corresponding
histograms in Fig. (3.4C,F). Simply put, the medial measure of subdomain thickness
is reduced (relative the skeletal one) by a large and substantive margin (20% for this
particular composition) leading to a far more comparable mean thickness between the
matrix and tubular domains in this medial ansatz. This thickness reduction largely
comes from the three saddle- like regions of the IMDS that span between the quasicylindrical shaped portions that enclose adjacent struts, since subdomains need only
to extend to the 1D edges of the triangular web of the medial surface, as opposed to
the full distance to the skeletal node. In this way, surface regions of maximal thickness of the skeletal ansatz actually correspond to the regions of minimal thickness in
the medial ansatz, and vice versa, as shown in the spatial map of skeletal and medial
thickness of the tubular domain in FFig. (3.4B,E).
The reduced chain stretching required for medial in comparison with skeletal packing of BCP chains argues that the former is far more likely to describe a thermodynamically stable chain packing. Moreover, it suggests that previous heuristic views,
not to mention prior SSL calculations, have significantly overestimated the cost of
packing frustration in the DG and other bicontinuous phases. In chapter 5, we study
how sensitive the predictions of the stability window of DG in the limit will be to this
more modest degree of chain stretching suggestion by the medial thickness of tubular
networks.
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Figure 3.5. Subdomain distortions and morphological metrics from SVSEM experiments. IMDSs and associated skeletal graphs of four specific 3-valent nodal regions
from Bragg-filtered PDPDMS DG SVSEM reconstruction (ref 78), shown in different
viewing perspectives in (A). The first row depicts the nodal region highlighted in (B),
(D), and (E), and the remaining three rows depict the same features for its three
neighboring nodes. The triclinic DG unit cell from SVSEM is shown in (B) with
only one PDMS tubular network IMDS (light red) and associated medial surfaces
for tubular subdomains (dark red) and matrix subdomain (light blue) and the IMDS
nodal region from first row of (A), highlighted in dark red. Medial thickness distribution (for the entire Bragg filtered reconstruction) in (C) highlights the subdomain
inhomogeneity for both PS and PDMS domains. Local variation medial thickness
for PS and PDMS subdomains is depicted by coloring each pixel on IMDS at nodal
region (D), while (E) shows the local variation in mean and Gaussian curvature for
the same region.
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As a proof of concept we also show an example of how Bragg filtered slice and
view scanning electrong microscopy (SVSEM) data can be used to analyze subdomain morphological metrics of IMDS shape and domain thickness defined in section
3.2. Fig. (3.5) shows analyses of the DG morphology obtained as described in reference [61]. Notably, this method does not require any prior assumptions about the
space group, and in particular, it was observed that the PSPDMS DG studied in
reference [61] exhibits a triclinic variant of the idealized cubic DG morphology, which
was attributed to stresses encountered during the non- equilibrium process of domain
ordering from solution casting. Fig. (3.5A) shows the IMDS from multiple views of
four different 3-valent nodal regions from the triclinic DG in Fig. (3.5B). SVSEM
reconstruction captures both the alteration of the periodicity at the unit cell repeats
and local rearrangements of the shapes of the subdomains in the structure. Unlike the
perfect cubic DG, which contains two enantiomeric sets of equivalent nodal regions
associated with the Wyckoff 16b positions, in the experimental triclinic DG nodal
regions are no longer equivalent and exhibit distinct and distorted shapes. Medial
thickness analysis (Fig. (3.5C,D) shows variation in block stretching in both PS and
PDMS domains and spatial variations in curvature (Fig. (3.5E). Hence, SVSEM reconstruction provides avenues to access and quantify variability of the subdomain
shapes that can test predictions from theoretical models notwithstanding the effects
of distortion and domain malleability intrinsic to BCP assembly.

3.5

Voronoi vs Medial Cells of Sphere Phases

In this section, we study packing frustration in the corona or matrix domains of
spherical or cylindrical phases that undergo deformation into polyhedral/polygonal
cells to avoid gaps and maintain uniform density. The shapes of the terminal boundaries are most often approximated as the Voronoi cells (VC) of points that define the
particular crystal structure [38, 58, 19, 76]. These polyhedral volumes enclosed by
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VCs are defined as the region closest to a given point, known as the generators of
the Voronoi cells. Intuitively, BCP chains are frustrated by the fact that, unlike for
an ideally spherical domain, coronal blocks have to extend further into the corners
of these polyhedral regions than they do to reach the planar walls. However, like the
skeletal graphs of network phases, Voronoi cells can correctly capture the topologies
and gross shapes of different sphere-like or cylinder-like domain packings but do not,
in general, offer an accurate model of variable subdomain thickness in BCP domains,
either core or coronal.
Voronoi cells are constructed from the set of perpendicular planes that bisect any
pair of generating points: the cell bounds all points that are closer to its generating
point than to any of the other generating points sites in the set. In the context
of equilibrium models of BCP phases, in which sphere- or cylinder-like domains are
arrayed periodically, generating points are most often taken as point distributions that
model a given crystal structure. A simple 2D example of this is the hexagonal cell of
the hexagonal point lattice (see schematic in Fig. 3.6A), which creates a hexagonal
Voronoi cell via the set of edges separating the point from each of its six nearest
neighbors. An 3D example is a BCC lattice (Fig. 3.6B). Here the Voronoi cell is
a 14-sided truncated octahedron: 8 (larger) hexagonal faces from nearest neighbors
along the h111i directions and 6 (smaller) square faces from next-nearest neighbors
along h100i directions.
It is commonly thought that distinct spherical BCP domains are enclosed with
the Voronoi cells of the corresponding crystal structure [58, 19]. Specifically, in the
nomenclature that we have introduced above, this assumes faces of Voronoi cells
define the terminal boundaries of the corona domains, planar regions where opposing
brushes from neighbor sphere-like domains meet. However, it is important to note that
Voronoi cells define only the volumes of space closest to a point (i.e., the generating
Wyckoff point of the cell) and as such encode no information about the size and shape
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of objects packed at those points. The Euclidean distance to the spherical domain
centers (Wyckoff sites), upon which the Voronoi tessellation is derived, is in general
a poor proxy for this association to one domain or another.

Figure 3.6.
Cellular models of domain shapes (A) show Voronoi cells from a
generating set of hexagonal lattice points. (B, C) Voronoi cells corresponding to
cubic crystals, BCC and A15, respectively, formed by sphere-like domains of BCP.
While BCC possesses only a single cell type, a 14-sided truncated octohedron, the
FrankKasper A15 has two symmetry-inequivalent cells, deriving from two distinct
Wyckoff positions: 12-sided cells (Z12) shown in blue, and 14-sided cells (Z14) shown
in green. (D, E) Medial surfaces for circular and elliptic IMDSs shapes (shown as
black lines), respectively, arrayed on a hexagonal lattice. The inner medial sets are
shown in dark red (a dot and line for circular and elliptical domains, respectively),
while the outer “medial cells” are shown as dark blue. Notably, the medial cells of
circular domains are identical with Voronoi cells but significantly differ from Voronoi
cells for elliptical domains.
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To illustrate this point, we consider a simple 2D examples of two types of domains
arrayed on a hexagonal lattice in Fig. (3.6D,E), whose IMDS shapes are circular and
elliptical, respectively. The Voronoi cells associated the with the lattice points at the
centers of both types of domains, isotropic and anisotropic, are identical honeycombs
of regular hexagons, as is Fig. (3.6A). Hence, in the case of elliptical IMDS in Figure
8E, the shape of the Voronoi cell does not reflect the anisotropic shape of the domains
packed at the lattice points (in general, these are Wyckoff positions). This would be an
unrealistic model of for the terminal boundaries as it reflects no information about the
relative distance of points in the cells to the IMDS. In short, Voronoi cells, which lack
information about the relative volumes and shape of the domains occupying different
sites of the crystal packing, in general provide an inaccurate model of boundaries
between neighboring coronal domain brushes in the matrix.
While the distance from the domain centers is insufficient to define boundaries
between them, we argue here that the distance of points in the coronal domains to
the IMDSs themselves should be closely correlated to association to one domain over
another. This follows from the heuristic notion that for a chain with a segment at
given point entropy favors it to be associated with the closest point on the nearest
IMDS because this presumably requires the least stretching. Those boundaries that
divide space into the volumes that are closest to the IMDSs of distinct domains are
precisely the medial surfaces of the coronal domains of the lattice. Thus, we argue
that the medial geometry on the outside of convex domains, such as those of sphere
and cylinder phases, provides a more accurate physical picture of chain packing, and
a more meaningful measure of subdomain thickness, than can be captured through
the shapes of Voronoi cells of the same lattice. Returning to our example of the 2D
domain packings in Fig. (3.6D,E), we see that the medial cells distort in shape to
reflect changes in local distance from IMDS in anisotropic elliptical domains.
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To compare the accuracy of the medial surfaces and to capture the terminal boundary and domain thickness of sphere-like domains, in Fig. (3.7) we consider SCFT
predictions of A15 and C15, two types of FK phases, both with two different cell
types. The thermodynamic stability of FK phases relative to BCC in diblock melts
is understood to derive from large elastic asymmetry between the different blocks
[3, 55, 77], conditions that can be achieved for diblock miktoarm (or “mixed arm”)
stars with more coronal block arms than core arms or instead for conformationally
asymmetric linear diblocks with shorter segments in the coronal B blocks relative
to core A blocks (i.e.,  = aA /aB > 1). For each phase we consider, conditions of
conformationally symmetric and conformationally asymmetric diblocks to highlight
the changes in subdomain morphology that accompany the change in thermodynamic
stability.
We consider the relative volumes enclosed by the different cells (i.e., Voronoi
vs medial cells) and compare relative volumes occupied by the inner A blocks at
each Wyckoff position computed for A15 and C15 for conformational symmetric and
asymmetric cases. For all cases, medial cells better match the true volume occupied
per spherical domain and, as stated above, generically reflect the greater volume
asymmetry of those domains in comparison to the Voronoi cells (e.g., Voronoi cells of
A15 are only 3% different in volume, but spherical domain volumes differ in excess of
20%). It is worth noting, however, that while medial cell volumes track closer to the
true occupied domain volumes of C15 than Voronoi cells, they still fall systematically
below, indicating that medial sets are really only a proxy for the terminal boundaries
derived from
We also point out the subdomain thickness measures provided by the medial surfaces. Notably, for conformationally symmetric diblocks, the IMDS shapes of certain
sphere-like domains of FK phases become greatly distorted into highly oblate, “discoidal”, shapes. For example, from the results shown in Fig. (3.7), the IMDS of the
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Figure 3.7.
Medial decompositions of BCP FrankKasper phases. (A, B) The
outer (blue) and inner (red) medial surfaces computed from IMDSs (pink) of the A15
phases predicted by SCF, f = 0.29, χN = 40,  = 1. (D, E) The same for the C15
phase, at the same conditions. (A) and (D) highlight the outer medial “cells” of one
of each type of the inequivalent positions in both crystal structures, with 1D edges
highlighted as white facets. (B, E) Individual cell types partially cut through their
centers to reveal the IMDS shapes interior to outer cells and then the medial sets
interior to those domains. (C, F) Histograms of medial thickness for domains in A15
and C15, respectively.

Z14 cells of A15 have roughly an oblate discoidal shape with a semimajor/semiminor
access ratio of 1.5. For C15, the Z12 domains have similarly oblate IMDS shapes.
This shape is not unlike the oblate ellipsoidal example given in Fig. (3.3), and indeed
we find for these high aspect ratio domains that the interior medial boundary spreads
out in that the domain as is visible for the respective Z14 and Z12 domains shown
for A15 and C15 in Fig. Fig. (3.6B,D). This feature indicates that these discoidal
domains possess quasi-lamellar regions surrounded by high-curvature, quasi-toroidal,
rims. In contrast, for the relatively spherical domains (e.g., Z12 of A15 and Z16 of
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C15) the inner medial surfaces bunch into fairly compact regions near the domain
center (though not strictly points).
In chapter 2, we used the so called “diblock foam model” (DFM) that is based on
the “polyhedral interface limit” and found that σ is the optimal BCP FK phase in
this limit. Recent experimental and theoretical reports find A15 to be an equilibrium
FK phase and is intermediate to BCC and σ in the conformational asymmetry phase
diagram of dBCPs [43]. These observations beg the need to develop more accurate
geometric and theoretical models going beyond DFM and relax the constraints on
shape of the interface to copy the shape of polyhedral cells in addition to allowing
terminal boundaries to veer away from centroids of core domains. Hence, the medial
perspective presented in this chapter casts a whole new light on the nature of packing
frustration in the FK phases of BCP, in which the constituent domain shapes can
be broken down into these two crude categories of quasi-spherical vs quasi-discoidal
domains. The implications for this more complex subdomain shape distribution on
the thermodynamic stability of FK phases (i.e., which of these competitor phases is
stable; when and why are they favored over the canonical BCC packing?) remain to
be explored.

3.6

Appendix: Algorithms to Compute Medial Set

In this section, we briefly describe algorithms behind medial set construction deployed in the accompanying software package and used for computing medial surfaces
that led to sub-domain thickness analysis. For any domain in Euclidean space E3 enclosed by domain boundary S, the medial set M S is defined as collection of points
m± (p) that are equidistant to two or more points pi on the boundary S [70]. Following
references [70] both the algorithms we describe here are based on Voronoi tesellations
on point cloud obtained from generating a discrete mesh of domain boundary S.
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In the context of medial analysis for sub-domain thickness of self-assembled block
copolymer morphologies, the domain boundary S here represents the inter-material
dividing surface(s) (IMDS) between unlike blocks. A standard way of characterizing
these morphologies is by their respective composition fields φα where α = A/B for
linear AB diblock copolymers. We define the IMDS for any morphology as the level
set of composition fields for fixed value i.e φ(r)A/B = 0.5. In Fig. (3.8) we describe
the workflow presented to obtain required data structures that are provided as an
input to algorithms to construct medial set M S. Pseudo-codes for these algorithms
are presented in Figs. (3.9,3.10).

Figure 3.8. Flow-chart describing the steps involved in creating prerequisite data
structures for algorithms I and II to compute medial set
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Prerequisites
Domain boundary (IMDS)
The composition fields for individual blocks of BCPs are represented in real space
and/or fourier space depending on the tools used to obtain them i.e theoretical models
(SCFT) or coarse-grained simulations or volume reconstruction from experimental
data. Explicit level surfaces are also commonly used as an approximation to IMDS
in triply periodic network morphologies [78]

Nodal Approximations(class A)
For analysis presented in Fig. (3.4), we have used nodal approximation of G surface
given by
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where D is the length of the unit cell. We chose a level surface for f (x, y, z) = ±1.07
as a bounding surfaces that are similar in topology as tubular sub-domains of DG
networks and occupies 30% volume of the total unit cell.

Density data from SCFT(class A and B)
For medial surfaces of block copolymer Frank-Kasper sphere crystals presented
in Fig. (3.7), we have used output from Polymer Self-Consistent Field (PSCF)[33].
Within PSCF, scalar density φα (r) and chemical potential ωα (r) fields are represented
using a symmetry adapted basis functions as it helps with faster computation of
self-consistent iterative computations using the psedo-spectral method for solving
modified diffusion type equation [33]. We can build density function φα (r) as

φα (r) =

N
star
X
i=1
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φi,α fi (r)

(3.3)

where Nstar is the number of basis functions needed to approximate the field and φi,α
is the co-efficient for each basis function fi (r). Alternatively, PSCF can also convert
and output these composition fields φα (r) in real space as a scalar value for each of
the voxels within the unit cells.

Density data from experiments(class B)
For the composition fields used for medial surfaces within sub-domains of PSPDMS double gyroid presented in Fig. (3.5), we processed raw grayscale SVSEM
images of PS-PDMS sample using 3D FFT to apply Bragg-filtering and then used
inverse FFT to get grey scale images. A 3D volume reconstruction was then done
by stacking 2D Bragg-filtered SEM images. We later used the SEM intensity of each
voxel in real space (high intensity regions for PDMS and low intensity regions for PS)
along with constraints on volume fraction of PS vs. PDMS in the sample to compute
the IMDS separating PS-PDMS domains. We refer the reader to ref [61] for detailed
description of our procedure and access source data repository for software used to
do this.

Discrete mesh
A discrete mesh of IMDS is obtained by using inbuilt Mathematica functions
R = ImplicitRegion[f[x,y,z] == t, {x,y,z}]
Rd = DiscretizeRegion[R,{{xmin,xmax},{ymin,ymax},{zmin,zmax}},
MaxCellMeasure -> {"Area" -> 0.001}]
f (x, y, z) can either be explicit level set function as in Eq. S1 or as a Fourier representation of density field φA/B (r) in Eq. (3.2). While working with real space
composition field data this function is obtained using inbuilt periodic interpolation
function in Mathematica. Using this approach domain boundary (IMDS) is represented as a triangulated mesh and we can export the list of points and connectivity
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of these points which forms the discrete mesh. xmin , xmax , ... sets the minimum and
maximum of the domain boundary in three dimensions while we can change value
of Area in M axCellM easure and refine the coarseness of discrete mesh. Here, we
define coarseness as a ratio, max(AF )/(AT ) where AT is the total area of the domain
boundary surface and AF is the area of a face on the discrete mesh.
Point normals
For explicit level set functions f (x, y, z) in class-A type of domain boundary surfaces, we compute normal data for each of the points by taking a gradient of f (x, y, z)
at every point pi
n = ∇f (x, y, z)

(3.4)

and for other types i.e class-B where we essentially create a function for f (x, y, z)
based on interpolation of scalar density values φ(r),we compute face normals to each
face of triangulated mesh and then for point normal we average over all the faces that
contain a particular point on the discrete mesh.

Voronoi cells
Independent of source of the boundary surface S and how it is processed to obtain
a point cloud i.e discrete mesh, a significant step in this workflow involves generating
Voronoi cells and storing geometric data of these cells. CV (pi ) denotes a Voronoi cell
for a point pi where the cell has vj vertices and fk faces which connect these vertices.
nfk denotes the components of a normal vector to each face fk that belongs to a
particular cell CV (pi ). We have used Voro++ [56] to compute Voronoi tesellation
of points cloud and face normals of each Voronoi cell. The following commands
were passed onto Voro++ [56] to generate input files C-E of algorithm I i.e Voronoi
tesellation of points cloud, indices of vertices of forming faces fk ∈ CV (pi ) and face
normals nfk of each point pi ∈ S.
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voro++ -c ’%i %P’ -o -p xmin

xmax ymin

ymax zmin

zmax ’coords.txt’

voro++ -c ’%i %t’ -o -p xmin

xmax ymin

ymax zmin

zmax ’coords.txt’

voro++ -c ’%i %l’ -o -p xmin

xmax ymin

ymax zmin

zmax ’coords.txt’

Algorithms for medial set construction
In Fig. (3.9,3.10), we illustrate two algorithms for medial set construction following
Schroeder et al. [70] and Chen et al. [71] Our procedure to create input files are
described above and the actual P ython codes along with input and output files can
be accessed online (https://doi.org/10.7275/vqe1-sm17). Depending on how point
normal data is computed we recommend users to use algorithm I or II. For classA type, where it is possible to express the IMDS level set as an explicit function,
it is possible to compute point normals exactly from gradient to the level set, we
recommend using algorithm-I. This is advantageous for obtaining good quality medial
set from a relatively coarse discrete mesh of domain boundary. Typically, coarseness <
10−4 works well with this approach. For class-B, it is recommended to use algorithmII. Additionally, we found that having a ’regular’ mesh i.e triangular faces of the
discrete mesh are closer to having uniform edge lengths, on average produces a good
quality medial surface. Often, generating a discrete mesh of a surface results in
’roughness’ or displacing points slightly away from the intended surface. We refer the
reader to M athematica software (regularizeMesh.nb) that can be accessed in ref [61]
which implements an algorithm to achieve edge length regularization by minimizing
P
2
a functional Freg =
hiji (Lij − L̄) based on edge lengths(L) of triangular faces

where L̄ is the mean edge length while ensuring that vertices of the mesh lies on the

intended surface. This software also contains a module which uses a gradient descent
approach to push back all deviated vertices of the mesh onto surface either based
on composition field data. Similar excercise to eliminate ’roughness’ on the discrete
mesh can also be performed for surfaces with explicit level set function.
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Figure 3.9. Pseudo-code for computing medial set points m±,i by finding intersection
of unit normal vector with a face belonging to CV (pi ) and lies along the direction of
n̂
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Figure 3.10. Pseudo-code for computing medial set points m±,i by finding farthest
vertex belonging to CV (pi ) and lies along the direction of n̂
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CHAPTER 4
REVISITING STRONG SEGREGATION THEORY USING
MEDIAL SETS

4.1

Introduction

In this chapter, we revise strong segregation theory (SST) [29, 31, 38, 30, 62]
for three dimensional morphologies from self-assembled block copolymers (BCPs)
based on medial sets as a proxy for terminal boundary. This is the χN → ∞ limit
of the self-consistent field theory where the contributions to the free energy of the
system, enthalpic cost due to interblock repulsion and the entropic cost of extending
blocks relative to the inter-material dividing surface (IMDS) are related to geometric
quantities, area of the IMDS and the second moment of volume relative to the IMDS
respectively [39].
In chapter 3, we introduced medial sets as proxies for terminal boundaries. They
can be constructed for any morphology and are useful for extracting thermodynamically meaningful and experimentally quantifiable features of domains. We demonstrated this by computing domain thickness in double gyroid from parametric models
and tomographic data. Additionally, for A15 and C15 Frank-Kasper sphere phases,
we used medial sets to compute the polyhedral cells which were previously assumed
to be cells derived from Voronoi partitions of points at the center of quasi-spherical
minority domains [19].
Previous studies of strong segregation theory for the triply periodic network (TPN)
morphologies made simplistic assumptions of terminal geometry based on skeletal
packing [31, 38, 30, 62]. In Fig.4.1A we show a rendering of DG composite crystal
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Figure 4.1. (A) Schematic showing double gyroid morphology with two tubular
and matrix sub-domains within the crystal. Diblock coplymer chains filling the subdomains is also highlighted. In (B) we breakdown the anatomy of DG by showing
only domain of the composite crystal by highlighting associated medial sets in both
sub-domains. We assume medial sets as a proxy for terminal boundaries and in (C)
focus on a region around a 3 coordination junction highlighted in (B). Medial set for
tubular sub-domain is 2D surface that has the same topology as 1D skeletal graph.
Previous studies for networks in SST assumed skeletal graphs as terminal boundaries
for minority block.

containing two tubular and matrix sub-domains which are filled with red and blue
blocks respectively with junctions on the IMDS. In Fig.4.1B we only show a single
domain of composite crystal bounded by the medial sets in matrix (blue) and tubular
(red) domains as proxies for terminal boundaries. The region around a 3 coordinated
junction as highlighted in Fig.4.1B, is shown in Fig.4.1C. This schematic highlights
the critical differences between previous assumptions of terminal boundary for TPN
morphologies i.e skeletal graph versus 2D web like surfaces (medial sets).
In this chapter, we test the effect of additional degress of freedom associated with
spreading of terminal boundaries away from centroidal(skeletal for TPN morphologies) on the thermodynamics of BCP assemblies by introducing medial ansatz strong
segregation theory (mSST) and apply it on DG and note that this model can be extended to other symmetries and topologies of self-assembled BCP crystals. In section
4.2, we briefly review the underlying assumptions and necessary criteria for strong
segregation theory. In section 4.3, we will introduce “medial packing” for chains and
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highlight subtle yet critical differences from medial thickness for sub-domains discussed in chapter 3 and derive free energy per chain from medial packing. In section
4.4, we will discuss our variational approach using mSST to determine energy minimizing optimal arrangements of chains. Finally, in section 4.5, we demostrate medial
packing of double diamond (DD) morphology by showing the space filling tessellations
around nodal region of a 4 coordinated junction. The accompanying appendix at the
end of this chapter contain details of our medial set to skeletal map which forms the
basis for our model of skeletal strong segregation theory that tries to mimic previous
calculations by Olmsted and Milner [38]. Thermodynamic consequences of medial vs.
skeletal packing along with effect of changing molecular architecture on packing of
chains in the strong segregation limit is postponed to chapter 5.

4.2

Preliminaries: Strong Segregation Theory

In this section, we review the assumptions and necessary details associated with
the strong segregation theory (SST) describing thermodynamic equilibria of selfassembled diblock copolymers. In the χN → ∞ limit, chains tend to stretch far away
from the IMDS to reduce the (lateral) area per chain exposure to unlike blocks. Since
chain repulsion dominates over configurational entropy in this regime, the dominant
configuration of the melt has chain conformations that follow “classical trajectories.”
As a result, chains tend to follow straight trajectories that run parallel to neighboring
chains, so each sub-domain of the melt is modeled as a polymer brush tethered to
the IMDS. Brush ends don’t interpenetrate in this limit, which results in a sharp
definition of terminal boundary; finite segregation corrections involving brush inter
penetration adds an O (χN )−1/9 correction to the free energy [28]. Additionally, in

the strong segregation limit (SSL), the width of the interface between A and B blocks
approximates to zero, limiting to the 2D IMDS.
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The free energy F (in units of kB T ) of the system of polymer chains in melt has
two components
F = Fint + Fst

(4.1)

where Fint represents the enthalpic contribution due to interblock repulsion at AB
interface and Fst is the entropic cost of stretching of the chains. In the absence of
specific information about configurations of chains within domains, we resort to few
assumptions and necessary constraints to compute the free energy of the system in
SST.
A

End zone exclusion for molten polymer brushes of arbitrary shape
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Figure 4.2. (A)Schematics showing arrangement of chains in hypothetical bilayer
packing. We identify approximations of boundaries of sub-domains i.e terminal
boundaries and the IMDS seperating them. (B) shows monomer distributions and
chain heights in the flat substrate case as predicted by parabolic brush theory. Reproduced from [5]

We compute the stretching energy of chains using parabolic brush theory (PBT)
developed by Milner, Witten and Cates [36]. One counter-intuitive consequence of
PBT is that the free ends of chains in the molten polymer brush can be found anywhere within the brush while satisfying the constant segment density constraint of
the melt state. Fig.4.2B [5] illustrates how the segments in each chain occupy a
roughly mushroom region allowing for surrounding chains to compensate for gaps in
FIG. 1. Monomer distributions and chain heights in (a) flat, (b) con-

verging, and chains.
(c) diverging
brushes.
The width ofshaped
each “mushroom”the brush left behind by early terminating
The
mushroom
profiles
like chain profile is proportional to the number of monomers d n occupying a thin slice d z. The distribution of chain ends is sampled
from a distribution function g(z) characteristic of each brush type,
three highlighted
chains at height fractions 0.5h, 0.7h, and 0.9h. The
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diverging brush (c) is a cylinder of dimensionless mean curvature
Hh ⇡ 1.0 exhibits an end exclusion zone at height zex /h ⇡ 0.46.
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are determined by the parabolic form of the chemical potential µ(z) together with
constant density constraint of the melt to compute the form of the end segment density g(z). Within this theory, the entropic cost of stretching a block away from the
interface is proportional to the second moment of the volume relative to the IMDS.
Here, we assume that block extension z distance away from the interface is along a
straight line as shown in Fig.4.2A. The stretching energy per block has the form [36]
Fstα

3π 2 ρ
=
8Nα2 a2α

Z

dV z 2

(4.2)

Vα

where z is the extension of a chain away from the IMDS along a straight line into a
domain of volume Vα . Here, ρ−1 is the volume occupied by single monomer unit, Nα
is the number of segments in block α and aα is the corresponding segment length.
The assumption that chain end segments are spread throughout the sub-domain holds
true for flat and concave substrates/interface. For matrix sub-domain or corona in
cylinders, where the interface is convex and blocks splay outwards, PBT results in an
unphysical situation where region close to the interface has a negative end segment
density [49]. Corrections to PBT by introducing an end exclusion zone have been
developed for cylinders and spheres [49] and more recently by Dimitriyev and Grason
for an interfaces with any arbitrary curvature [79].
In order to compute the second moment of volume relative to the IMDS, we break
down each domain into patches that resemble substrate of brushes with constant local
curvature. It is natural to use the triangulation of the IMDS to construct wedge like
volumes that extend from small patches on IMDS to the terminal boundary Tα . This
approximation should improve as the tessellation is refined, leading to thinner wedges.

4.3

From Medial Thickness to Medial Packing

In this section, we focus on medial ansatz SST (mSST) with double gyroid (DG)
from linear diblock copolymers as a working example and show examples later in this
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chapter of how it can be extended to other symmetries and topologies and also for
other molecular architectures. Here, we extend the medial set construction to space
filling tessellations and discuss how to maintain necessary constraints arising from
connectivity of blocks in BCP melts as discussed in Section 4.2.

4.3.1

Tessellations and Medial Maps

We use the medial map construction to create space-filling tessellations. We start
with a generating surface G. For DG, G can be supplied by a level set f (x, y, z) = t0
of a function f possessing Ia3̄d symmetry, e.g.













2πx
2πy
2πx
2πz
2πy
2πz
f (x, y, z) = sin
cos
+cos
sin
+sin
cos
(4.3)
D
D
D
D
D
D
where D is the length of the DG unit cell and t0 is the variable level set parameter.
For t0 = 0, this is an approximation of the gyroid G minimal surface [80]. For t0 6= 0,
solutions to Eq.(4.3) result in pairs of surfaces (+t0 and −t0 ) which have the same
topology as the IMDS separating tubular domains and matrix domain of DG. We
can further generalize explicit level set equations for generating surfaces and that
discussion is relegated to a later section. We construct a triangular mesh to use as
a discrete approximation to this surfaces; to triangulate such implicit surfaces, we
use the CGAL C++ library [81]. We next construct the medial sets of this generating
surface G. This is done by finding the Voronoi cells of each mesh point of G, which
is done using the Voro++ software [56], following ref [70]. The medial sets are then
generated by finding the intersection of the two normal vectors n̂α for each of the
mesh points with the boundary of the point’s Voronoi cell. As a convention for the
rest of this section, we denote n̂A as the normal vector at a vertex on G that points
into tubular domain. The result is a medial map: for each vertex v ∈ G, there is a
pair of points vA ∈ TA and vB ∈ TB given by the map mα ,
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mα : G → Tα

(4.4)

v 7→ vα = v + dα (v)n̂α (v) = mα (v)
where dα (v) is the distance between v and mα (v) found from the medial set construction.
A

B

(a−, b−, c−)

t= 0
X(u = 1,v = 1,t)

c(t)

hmax

(a, b, c)

C

v= 0

a(t)

X(u = 0,v = 0,t)

u = 1

v = 1 l(u )

b(t)

u = 0

X(u = 0,v = 1,t)

z
(a+ , b+ , c+ )

t= 1

Triangular wedge
based on medial map

After local
volume balancing

Figure 4.3. (A) Medial map connecting both the medial sets via generating surface(not shown here) and in (B) Parametrization of single triangular wedge and after
partitioning into two regions based on volume fraction of the blocks. (C) Tessellation
of the nodal region using wedges of varying shapes and heights.

Using medial map eq. (4.4), we construct triangular “wedges” which connect every
(1)

(2)

(3)

mesh facet fi = (vi , vi , vi ) on G is mapped to a corresponding facet fα,i =
(1)

(2)

(3)

(vα,i , vα,i , vα,i ) on Tα . Since this map occurs via straight lines connecting the vertices
of the facets, as shown in Fig.(4.3A,B), we can construct a space-filling tessellation of
the region between TA and TB as shown in Fig. (4.3C). We denote the vertices of the
face on TA by {a− , b− , c− } and the corresponding vertices on TB by {a+ , b+ , c+ }
such that each pair of vertices a± , b± , and c± are related by the medial map mα .
The edge vectors connecting TA to TB are given by Ca = a+ − a− , Cb = b+ − b− ,
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and Cc = c+ − c− . Using these edge vectors, we let the vertex positions a(t), b(t),
and c(t) slide anywhere along the lines

a(t) = a− + Ca t
b(t) = b− + Cb t

(4.5)

c(t) = c− + Cc t
where t ∈ [0, 1] denotes the length fraction along each edge such that a(0) = a− ,
a(1) = a+ , b(0) = b− , b(1) = b+ , c(0) = c− , and c(1) = c+ . At fixed t, these three
vertices define a triangular region ∆abc that interpolates between ∆a− b− c− on TA
and ∆a+ b+ c+ on TB . Any point X within a triangle can be described by a pair of
coordinates (u, v) ∈ [0, 1] × [0, 1], via
X(u, v, t) = (1 − v)a(t) + v(1 − u)b(t) + uvc(t)

(4.6)

giving us a coordinate system (u, v, t) for any point within a wedge. The differential
volume element is given by


∂X
·
dV = du ∧ dv ∧ dt
∂t



∂X ∂X
×
∂u
∂v



(4.7)

and the partial derivatives of X are given by
∂X
= vebc (t)
∂u
∂X
= eba (t) + vebc (t)
∂v
∂X
= (1 − v)Ca + v(1 − u)Cb + uvCc
∂t

(4.8)

where eba (t) ≡ a(t) − b(t) and ebc (t) ≡ c(t) − b(t) are the edge vectors of the
triangle formed at fixed t. Integrating over cross-section coordinates u and v, we find
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an expression for the amount of volume dV (t) per edge fraction interval dt, given by
dV (t)
=
dt

ZZ

1
0



∂X
du dv
·
∂t



C
=
· [ebc (t) × eba (t)]
2

∂X ∂X
×
∂u
∂v



(4.9)

where the centroidal vector C ≡ (Ca + Cb + Cc )/3 joins the centroid of triangle
∆a− b− c− to the centroid of triangle ∆a+ b+ c+ . The centroidal vector C ≡ (Ca +Cb +
Cc )/3 joins the centroid of triangle ∆a− b− c− to the centroid of triangle ∆a+ b+ c+ and
provides a measure of wedge height h, so we define h ≡ |C|. Expanding dV /dt in
powers of t, we find
"
#
Ĉ · (β1 + β2 )
dV
Ĉ · γ
= hA− Ĉ · N̂− 1 +
t+
t2 ,
dt
2A− Ĉ · N̂−
2A− Ĉ · N̂−

(4.10)

where A− ≡ |ebc (0) × eba (0)|/2 is the area of the triangle at t = 0, and β1 , β2 and γ
are vectors describing the splay of the three connecting edges and are given by

β1 ≡ (Cc − Cb ) × eba (0)
β2 ≡ ebc (0) × (Cac − Cb )

(4.11)

γ ≡ (Cc × Ca ) + (Cb × Cc ) + (Ca × Cb )
The splay of the three edge vectors controls the rate of change of volume with
the parameter t in a manner that is similar to Steiner’s law describing the area A(z)
of surfaces parallel to a curved surface at z = 0 in terms of mean curvature H and
Gaussian curvature KG via A(z) = A(0)(1+2Hz +KG z 2 ). We have the wedge version
of Steiner’s law,
A(ζ) =

dV
= A− Ĉ · N̂− (1 + H̃ζ + K̃ζ 2 ) ,
dζ
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(4.12)

where ζ ≡ ht is a height coordinate for the wedge and the wedge analogues of mean
and Gaussian curvatures are

H̃ ≡
K̃ ≡

Ĉ · (β1 + β2 )
2hA− Ĉ · N̂−

(4.13)

Ĉ · γ

2hA− Ĉ · N̂−

respectively. The total volume of a wedge as a function of height is given by

V (h) =

Z

0

4.3.2

h

dζ A(ζ) = hA− Ĉ · N̂−



1
1
1 + H̃h + K̃h2
2
3



(4.14)

Volume balanced medial packing

Within medial SST, we compute the IMDS as a discrete mesh that is stitched
together from triangular facets that divide each wedge in the tessellation into volumes
matching the relative lengths of the blocks f and 1 − f following eq. (4.15)
V (hd ) = (1 − f )V (h)

(4.15)

where hd is the height of the plane dividing each wedge into two regions of A and B
blocks as shown in Fig. (4.3B). Defining the height fraction of the dividing interface
λ = hd /h, the volume balance condition is determined by the solution of a cubic
equation,
λ3 κ + λ2 α + λ − f (1 + κ + α) = 0

(4.16)

where κ = K̃h2 /3 and α = H̃h/2 are dimensionless shape parameters of the wedge.
We numerically solve this equation for λ, selecting the real solution with 0 < λ < 1,
thus determining hd = λh. Solving for the dividing plane, for each of the wedges
solves the problem of local volume balance. However, since the positions of the
dividing planes are determined for each wedge independently, the surface formed
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from the collection of dividing planes is generally not continuous. To fix this, we
slightly adjust the height and orientation of each dividing plane so that neighboring
planes are continuous across their edges. We start by solving Eq. (4.16) for all wedges,
resulting in a collection λµ , where µ indexes the set of wedges. Each vertex vi in the
dividing plane of wedge µ is determined via vi = vA,i + (vB,i − vA,i )λµ . However this
same vertex is shared by a number of other wedges, a set Ni , each with a dividing
plane generally at a different height, i.e. λν 6= λµ whenever ν 6= µ for µ, ν ∈ Ni , giving
rise to the discontinuity of the IMDS. To make the IMDS continuous, we simply use
the average dividing plane height when determining the vector vi , that is

vi = vA,i + (vB,i − vA,i )

1 X
λµ ,
|Ni | µ∈N

(4.17)

i

where |Ni | is the number of wedges neighboring vertex i. This construction alters the
local volume balance slightly in exchange for ensuring a continuous IMDS. As long as
the tessellation is fine enough, this error is small.
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Figure 4.4. Generating surface G and IMDS I both containing the same volume
inside the tubular domain (A) the differences between these two surfaces are shown
by coloring the local volume differences within each wedge ∆V as described in the
text. To adjust the respective volumes of the regions in each wedge and maintain
constant density of junctions on the I, the dividing plane deviates from the triangular
face on the GS which results in the B block extension along n̂d deviate by θ relative
to the wedge centroidal vector C. We show the local tilt in (B).
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In the reminder of this section, we discuss the consequences of local volume balance
on the packing of chains within our medial tessellation construction. The shape of
the resultant IMDS obtained using Eq.(4.16) could well be different from that of
the generating surface G containing the same volume inside the tubular domains.
To illustrate this, we show in Fig. (4.4A) an IMDS and G both containing half of
the total volume of the composite crystal i.e. f = 0.5 where both the IMDS and
G preserve a global volume balance constraint. However, the local volume balance
constraint requires that each wedge be partitioned by the surface into volumes VA
and VB such that VA = VB = 0.5VT , where VT = VA + VB which the IMDS does this
but G generally does not. In Fig. (4.4A, we paint the G by the relative difference in
volumes of the partition away from the target partition ∆V =

VA −0.5VT
0.5VT

× 100 in each

wedge of the tessellation. The volume of a sub-wedge is related to the total number of
monomers within the wedge times the volume per monomer, ρ−1 , via Vα = Aσα Nα ρ−1 ,
where A is the cross-sectional area of the wedge at the partitioning surface, σα is the
junction density at that partitioning surface of block α, and Nα is the number of
monomers in block α. For linear diblocks, each chain has a single junction between A
and B blocks so the junction densities should be equal everywhere, σA = σB . Noting
that NA /NB = f /(1 − f ), we find that σA /σB = ((1 − f )VA )/(f VB ), so the junction
densities are equal only when VA /VB = f /(1 − f ), i.e. when local volume balance is
achieved.
The medial map as defined in Eq.(4.4) ensures that the normal n̂α to a triangular
facet belonging to G is parallel to the centroidal vector C. However, the normal n̂d
of the dividing plane at a given wedge is not generally collinear with C but makes an
angle θ where n̂d · Ĉ = cos θ. Within mSST, we assume that the chain extension is
along straight lines connecting the centroids of the faces on the IMDS to those on the
terminal boundary Tα . Consequently, the tilt of chains at the IMDS due to locally
volume-balanced partitions is similar to kinked path ansatz for hexagonal cylinders
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in SST [38, 77]. In Fig.(4.4B) we paint the volume balanced IMDS and generating
surface with the local tilt θ within each wedge. The non-zero tilt of IMDS implies
that the medial sets of G are not the medial sets of the IMDS.
4.3.3

Computing Free Energy

In this section, we describe the computation of the free energy per chain in medial
strong segregation theory (mSST) for a given tessellation of BCP assembly by the
triangular wedges described in earlier sections. Unlike Lamellae, where identical
wedges tile cells, complex morphologies such as networks require mutiple wedges with
varying hmax , H̃, K̃. For a BCP morphology X containing nX number of wedges, the
enthalpic contribution to free energy is proportional to area Aint of the AB interface

Aint (X) =

nX
X

Ai

(4.18)

i=1

(1)

(2)

(3)

where we sum over the area Ai of the triangular facets fi = (vi , vi , vi ) that belong
to the IMDS I and are computed using Eq.(4.17). The entropic cost of stretching
diblock copolymers is decomposed into contributions from A blocks and B blocks such
that Fst = Fst,A + Fst,B . We evaluate these quantities using parabolic brush theory
[36] which predicts the stretching free energy for each block α = A, B is proportional
to the second moment of volume Iα relative to the IMDS.
Using the triangular wedge geometry described in Sec.(4.3.1), we consider the two
sub-wedges as wedges by themselves which connect triangular facets on the IMDS I
with those belonging to Tα . Wedge heights hα are measured as the magnitude of the
centroidal vector Cα that connects centroids on I with those on Tα . Similarly, the
coefficients K̃ and H̃ (defined previously in Sec.(4.3.1) based on wedges connecting
TA and TB ) are modified accordingly for each sub-wedge containing volume Vα . Iα,i
is computed as
Iα,i =

Z

0

hα


dz AI Ĉ · N̂I 1 + H̃z + K̃z 2 z 2
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(4.19)

where z is the distance from the AB interface to which block trajectories extend into
the sub-domain of volume Vα,i . N̂I is the unit normal at I. We sum over all the nw
wedges in the tessellation to define the second moment relative to the IMDS as

Iα (X) =

nw
X

Iα,i

(4.20)

i=1

The free energy per chain (in units of kB T ) is
i
N ρ−1 h
F (X) =
γA(X) + κA IA (X) + κB IB (X)
V (X)

(4.21)

where ρV (X)/N is the number of chains in the assembly with total volume V (X)
and volume per segment ρ−1 . The first term, which corresponds to the enthalpy, is
product of the interfacial tension γ and the area A of the IMDS. The SST expression
for γ is

where a ≡

r  2/3

χ 2  − −3/2
γ = ρa
6 3  − −1

(4.22)

√
aA aB is the geometric mean of segment lengths and  ≡ (maA )/(naB )

is the elastic asymmetry parameter, as defined by Milner for Am Bn miktoarm stars
[35]. The second and third terms correspond to the entropic cost of block stretching
and are product of the coefficients κα times the second moment of stretching relative
to the IMDS Iα where α = A, B . Together with γ, κα depends on the molecular and
architectural features of the diblocks such that
3π 2 ρ 1
κA =
8N a2 f 2 

3π 2 ρ
κB =
2
8N a (1 − f )2

(4.23)

We define mean dimensionless quantities for area A(X), stretching I(X) and
mean wedge height H(X) for each chain in the tessellation with volume V as
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Aint H
V
IA
IB
I(X) = 2
+
2
f V H
(1 − f )2 V H2
Pnw
(hi,A + hi,B )(Vi,A + Vi,B )
H(X) = i=1 Pnw
i=1 (Vi,A + Vi,B )
A(X) =

(4.24)

From these, we can recast the free energy per chain in mSST as

F (X) =

γA(X) κ0
+
I(X)H2
H
2

(4.25)

where κ0 = 3π 2 /4N a2 . Upon minimizing over the scale factor H we arrive at the
minimum free energy per chain for a given morphology X,

F (X)0 = FLam,0 A(X)2 I(X)
where F̄Lam,0 =


3 π 2 1/3
(χN )1/3 .
2 24

1/3

(4.26)

This result shows us that within mSST, the free

energy of a given morphology only depends on the the geometric mean of the square
of dimensionless area and stretching free energy.

4.4

Optimal Chain Packing from Varying Medial Sets

In this section, we extend mSST framework to describe a variational approach to
compute optimal packing of BCPs in double gyroid (DG) for a fixed set of molecular
parameters namely volume fraction and molecular architecture in the χN → ∞ limit.
We generalize level set used to create generating surfaces G for DG and associated
medial sets which allow us to creates space filling tessellations by triangular wedges
and compute thermodynamic cost of chain packing. General form level set function
F (x) for DG can be expressed as a Fourier series and has the form

F (r) = t0 + φ1 (F1,1,0 (r)) + φ2 (F2,1,1 (r)) + φ3 (F2,2,0 (r)) + ... = 0
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(4.27)

where the terms on the right hand side refer to possible (h, k, l) planes as allowed by
symmetries for single gyroid I41 32. In this thesis, owing to computational cost associated with generating space filling tessellations based on medial maps as described
in Sec. (4.3.1), we restrict ourselves to the first three terms of the levelset above and
use −t0 and φ2 as variational parameters that adjust the shapes of the medial sets.
The first two basis functions are

F1,1,0 (r) = sin(2πx) cos(2πy) + cos(2πx) sin(2πz) + sin(2πy) cos(2πz)

(4.28)

and

F2,1,1 (r) = sin(4πx) cos(2πy) sin(2πz) + sin(4πy) cos(2πz) sin(2πx)
+ sin(4πz) cos(2πx) sin(2πy)
(4.29)

A

B

C

Varying inner terminal boundary

Figure 4.5. (A)-(C)Varying terminal boundaries for minority blocks by changing
the medial sets within domains. The generating surface parameters (−t0 /φ1 ,−t0 /φ2 )
are highlighted in Fig. (4.6). The IMDS corresponding to f = 0.3 is shown for each
pair of terminal boundaries.
In Fig.(4.5) we show three different set of terminal boundaries (obtained for φ1 =
1 and 3 different −t0 and φ2 values highlighted in Fig.(4.6) and associated IMDS
computed for a fixed volume fraction f = 0.3. In Fig. (4.5 A-C) we highlight the shape
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of inner terminal boundary which varies from a narrow web to wide web and resulting
IMDS. We compute the free energy per chain for each tessellation corresponding to 2D
grid of −t0 and φ2 (as shown in Fig. 4.6 for f = 0.3 and  = 1) and find the minimum
of the free energy landscape which is indicated by a “blob”. Thermodynamics of chain
packing resulting from tessellations based on a single basis function level set would
correspond to the horizontal axis of the energy landscape and shows the importance
of mulitple basis functions variational model as it results in a accessing a lower free
energy chain packing for DG. In section 5, we test the importance of degrees of freedom
for terminal boundaries by comparing the thermodynamics of medial packing in DG
with those of skeletal packing and test the thermodynamic stability of DG in the
χN → ∞ limit.
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Figure 4.6. Computing optimal packing of chains within double gyroid in medial
strong segregation limit by finding the minimum (indicated by blob) of the energy
landscape at fixed molecular parameters, f = 0.3,  = 1
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4.5

Medial ansatz SST Beyond Double Gyroid

In this section, we show medial packing tessellation of TPN morphology beyond
DG by applying procedures described in Sec. (4.3) to another network morphology
double diamond (DD) which has tubular domains consisting of 4 coordinated junctions. For DD, much like DG, we consider only the solutions of levelset whose terms
contain the symmetries allowed by F d3̄m [78]

F (r) = t0 + φ1 F1,1,1 (r) + φ2 F2,2,0 (r) + ... = 0

(4.30)

where the basis functions are

F1,1,1 (r) = cos(2πx) cos(2πy) cos(2πz) + sin(2πx) sin(2πy) cos(2πz)
(4.31)
+ sin(2πx) cos(2πy) sin(2πz) + cos(2πx) sin(2πy) sin(2πz)
and

F2,2,0 (r) = sin(4πx) sin(4πy) + sin(4πy) sin(4πz) + sin(4πx) sin(4πz)

unit cell

tubular domains
and terminal boundaries

(4.32)

medial SST tessellation

DD

Figure 4.7. mSST tessellation around nodal regions for double diamond (DD) network morphologies.
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Additionally mSST calculations can be extended to sphere phases as well. Currently, as described in chapter 2, SST studies for sphere phases using the so called
diblock foam model (DFM) [38, 39, 55] are limited to a particular class of interfaces,
i.e polyhedral interface limit(PIL) described in chapter 2. While it is shown for BCC
phase that upon increasing the stiffness of outer block there is increased faceting of
the IMDS as it coforms to the polyhedral cell, SCFT studies in chapter 2 show that
for complex sphere phases such as Frank-Kasper phases, the amount of faceting is not
the same among different polyhedral cell types. In chapter 3, we have shown that the
inner medial set within the quasispherical core domains is a 2D web like surface and
not the centroidal approximation used in DFM. Using the medial ansatz it is possible
to relax these constraints on shape of interface and terminal boundaries.

4.6

Appendix: Skeletal ansatz strong segregation theory

This appendix contains details of our approach to the skeletal model of strong
segregation theory calculations for the double gyroid. In the Olmsted-Milner (OM)
skeletal model, tessellating wedges are built by connecting vertices on the G minimal
surface to the skeletal graphs. In our medial model (as described in Sec. 2), these
wedges are based on medial map. Here, we describe our approach to define a map
for each vertex on the tubular medial set onto the skeletal graph. The rest of the
calculation involving volume balanced local wedges and IMDS construction along
with computing the free energy per chain in the skeletal model remains same as our
medial model which is described in Sec. (4.3.1-4.3.3).
For each pair of matrix and tubular medial sets, we define a skeletal association
map S from the tubular medial set to the skeletal graph, thereby allowing us to define
map from matrix medial set to skeletal graph via composition. The tubular medial
set is a collection of vertices {vi } and facets {fi }, where each facet is a 3-tuple of
vertices. The skeletal graph is a collection of nodes {na } and struts {ba } connecting
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Figure 4.8. Schematic illustrating our procedure to compute skeletal map for each
vertex v on discrete mesh of tubular medial set.

pairs of nodes. For the purpose of defining the map that takes vertices in the tubular
medial set to points on the skeletal graph, we will focus on the region about a central
node n0 and the three neighboring nodes {n1 , n2 , n3 } shown in Fig.(4.8). We define
strut association maps {α1 , α2 , α3 } that take each vertex vi to the closest point on
a strut ba via αa (vi ) = ba (la ), where la ∈ [0, 1] minimizes the Euclidean distance
|vi − ba (`)|. A given vertex vi thus has a collection of association maps αa and
associated Euclidean distances from each strut da ≡ |vi − αa (vi )|.
If we simply evaluate the skeletal association map S as the strut association map
αa corresponding to the strut with the smallest Euclidean distance from a given
vertex, then S is ill-defined wherever there is a cross-over between strut associations.
To ensure there is smooth hand-off of medial to skeletal maps for different vertices
on the discrete mesh of tubular medial set, we define a smoothing weight λ(dj , lj , w)
via
λ=

l1
dm
1
1
dm
1

+
+

l2
dm
2
1
dm
2

,

(4.33)

where d1 and d2 are the first two elements of the distances set {da } arranged in
ascending order such that d1 ≤ d2 , with corresponding strut positions l1 and l2 .
The exponent w controls the shape of this weight function. Finally, the skeletal
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association map is given by S = α1 + λ(n0 − α1 ), where α1 is the strut association
map corresponding to the minimum distance d1 .
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CHAPTER 5
MEDIAL PACKING AND ELASTIC ASYMMETRY
STABILIZE DOUBLE GYROID IN STRONG
SEGREGATION LIMIT

5.1

Introduction

In this chapter, we use medial ansatz strong segregation theory (mSST) introduced
in chapter 4, to study thermodynamic stability of double gyroid (DG) network morphology by comparing relative free energies of competing phases, hexagonal cylinders
and bilayer lamellae in the strongly segregated limit (SSL). Motivated by experimental observations of bicontinous network morphologies in melts of diblock copolymers
[82, 59, 11, 83], Matsen and Schick [84] used self-consistent field theory (SCFT) and
predicted that DG is equilibirium for moderate segregation strength. It was later
hypothesized that the stability phase window pinches off [85] upon increasing segregation strength between unlike blocks. Previous studies on bicontinuous networks
using SST which assumed that the terminal boundaries of the tubular sub-domains as
the 1D skeletal graphs arrived at the same conclusion that DG is indeed not equilibrium for diblock copolymers(dBCPs) with symmetric elastic stiffness for both blocks
[38, 62]. In constrast, latest dBCP phase diagram using SCFT predicts stable window
for DG atleast until χN = 100 [86].
In chapter 3, we showed that the choice of proxy for terminal boundary in double
gyroid significantly alters the domain thickness distribution. Here, in Fig. (5.1) we
recap the differences between skeletal and medial domain thickness. In Fig. (5.1A) we
show a region around 3 coordination junction within DG unit cell which is bounded
by outer medial set. In Fig. (5.1C) we plot the tubular and matrix domain thickness
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Figure 5.1. (A) Outer (blue) and inner (red) medial sets of the IMDS (gray) along
with skeletal graph are shown around a node from the skeletal graph. In (B) we
color the IMDS with tubular domain thickness computed by measuring distance from
IMDS onto inner medial set. We highlight a path on the IMDS and show domain
thickness as measured by medial and skeletal ansatz in (C)
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along a path highlighted on inter-material dividing surface (IMDS) in Fig. (5.1B)
which shows the variation in domain thickness as measured by distance from IMDS
to inner medial set. IMDS around the junction can be roughly classified into ”flat”
or ”lamellae”-like regions around A± and ”saddle”-like region at around K in the
schematic in Fig. (5.1B). Skeletal thickness(dashed red line in Fig. (5.1C)), varies
significantly compared to medial thickness in the saddle like region around K. In
section 2, we use mSST to compute optimal energy minimizing packing of chains in
DG and compare it with skeletal packing used by previous SST calculations for the
case of linear diblocks with symmetric elastic stiffness.
In section 3, we explore the effect of changing molecular design and architecture
within diblock copolymers on the thermodynamic stability of DG in SSL. We use
mSST to study how changing relative elastic stiffness  of the blocks tunes the “packing frustration” experienced by the blocks in matrix or tubular sub-domains resulting
in a phase window for equilibrium DG. In section 4, we use SCFT and attempt to
corroborate signatures of medial packing within DG at finite segregation strength.
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5.2

Medial vs. Skeletal Packing for Double Gyroid

We recall the free energy per chain (in units of kB T ) in strongly segregated limit
(SSL) as described in Sec. (4.3.1)

F (X) =

i
N ρ−1 h
γA(X) + κA IA (X) + κB IB (X)
V (X)

(5.1)

where ρV (X)/N is the number of chains in the assembly with total volume V (X)
and volume per segment ρ−1 . The first term, which corresponds to the enthalpy, is
product of the interfacial tension γ and the area A of the IMDS which are described
in Eq.(4.22) and Eq.(4.18) respectively. The second and third terms correspond to
the entropic cost of block stretching and are product of the coefficients κα times the
second moment of stretching relative to the IMDS Iα where α = A, B which are
described in Eqs.(4.23)and (4.20) respectively. Following the variational approach
to find optimal chain packing in the double gyroid (DG) as described in section 4.4
for medial strong segregation theory (mSST), we compute F( X) for DG at different
volume fraction f . To understand and quantify the thermodynamic costs of packing
in TPN morphologies, we compare free energy per chain within medial packing and
compare them with previous SST studies of TPN morphology which assumed that
terminal boundaries of tubular domain are constrained to lie along the skeletal graphs
[38, 62]. Our skeletal packing results follow free energy per chain calculation as
outlined in Sec. (4.3.3) but most importantly the tessellations are built based on
skeletal mapping as described in Sec. (4.6). The results of mSST vs. sSST comparison
for DG is shown in Fig. (5.2) where medial packing always has lower free energy per
chain relative to skeletal packing and confirms that optimal chain packing in TPN
morphologies prefers terminal boundaries to spread away from skeletal graphs along
medial sets.
We compare dimensionless area of the IMDS and second moment of volume relative to IMDS for both blocks for medial versus skeletal DG in SSL in Fig. (5.3).
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Figure 5.2. Free energy per chain comparison for medial DG (mDG) and skeletal
DG (sDG) along with competitor phases hexagonal cylinders (Hex) and Lamallae
(Lam) for the case of equal block stiffness. Medial packing always has lower free
energy than skeletal packing

The reduction of free energy for medial packing is reflected in lower IA for medial
relative to skeletal DG. This confirms our prior intuition built from domain thickness
distribution, that allowing the block end segments to spread away from skeletal graph
lowers the entropic cost of stretching for the A blocks. Interestingly, medial packing
also results in lower area per chain while the stretching energy for B blocks is almost
similar in both models.
To understand how changing molecular and architectural features alters “packing
frustration” experienced by blocks in different domains, we compare individual components of total free energy per chain among competing morphologies. We motivate
this by an example in Fig. (5.4A) where a single wedge in flat and curved geometries
has the same volume per dBCP chain. For the flat wedge, IMDS partitions the wedges
into two regions of different heights such that hA /hB = f /(1 − f ). Keeping the area
of the IMDS same in curved wedge, we adjust the heights such that h0A > hA and
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Figure 5.3. Dimensionless measures of (A) Area and stretching moments relative
of volume relative to IMDS for (B) tubular domain and (C) matrix domain. The
G.M. Grason / Physics Reports 433 (2006) 1 – 64
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comparisons are made between medial and skeletal packing for DG that has a unit
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cell length
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Fig. 3. The mean-field phase diagram of linear diblock melts, first calculated in full by Matsen et al. [30,40]. Stable regions of ordered phases are
labeled: (Lam) lamellar; (Gyr) gyroid, I a3̄dsymmetry; (Hex) hexagonal-columnar, p6mm symmetry; (A15) sphere phase, P m3̄n symmetry; (BCC)
body-center cubic lattice of spheres, I m3̄m symmetry; and (CP) close-packed lattice of spheres, either the face-centered cubic or the hexagonally-close
packed lattice. The circle marks the mean field critical point through which the system can transition from the disordered state to the Lam phase via
a continuous, second-order phase transition. All other phase transitions are first order.
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Figure 5.4. (A) Schematic showing differences in block extension in wedges with
same volume and area of the IMDS but has different shapes. For sufficiently asymthe Flory–Huggins parameter, describes the immiscibility of the A- and B-type monomers, and N is the total nummetric block lengths, curved wedge has lower free energy than flat wedge. Reproduced
ber of monomers per molecule, or the degree of polymerization [15]. When repulsion between unlike monomers is
sufficiently weak, orfrom
!N is small,
disordered (Dis) stateof
of uniform
A and B average
densities is stable.
When for A block in (B) and for
[3]. theComparisons
dimensionless
stretching
energy
repulsions are sufficiently strong a variety of periodic ordered phases can occur: flat lamellar layers (Lam), a cubic
Basblock
(C)a hexagonal
relative
toof Lamellae
in (Hex),
the and
equal
area per chain formalism.
network phase known
the gyroidin
(Gyr),
lattice
cylindrical micelles
both body-centered

cubic (BCC) and close-packed (CP)—either hexagonally-close packed or face-centered cubic—lattices of spherical
micelles. Here, the SCFT calculation does not include the effects of polydispersity, size asymmetry between A and B
monomers, and fluctuations, yet this “universal” prediction is in very good agreement with a great deal of experimental
observations [41,5].
One can understand, at least qualitatively, the sequence of micelle topologies as f is varied from 0 to 1 rather simply.
Consider a copolymer distribution where the alternating A and B domains form flat layers shown in Fig. 4(a). We can
imagine that an individual copolymer chain occupies a single wedge, which conforms to the flat shape of the layers.
Because the melt is incompressible, meaning that the total concentration of monomer must be constant in space, the

Here, we recast the full free energy per chain for a morphology X such that the

mean area per chain Σ is held constant for all morphologies and the differences in
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total free energy are only due to relative differences in stretching energy of block α
(either A or B). Given a system with a reference length scale L0 and reference mean
area per chain Σ0 , we can prescribe a target mean area per chain Σ by an appropriate
affine rescaling of the system L0 7→ L = λL0 . This affine rescaling by λ alters key
quantities in the free energy, namely
V0 7→ V = λ3 V0
A0 7→ A = λ2 A0 ,

(5.2)

Iα,0 7→ Iα = λ5 Iα,0
which allows us to express the area per chain Σ using scale factor λ

Σ=

A0 N 1
,
V0 ρ λ

(5.3)

A0 N 1
.
V0 ρ Σ

(5.4)

and also the appropriate scale factor,

λ=

The free energy per chain in (4.21) now takes the form

F (X) = γΣ + κA

N IA,0 2
N IB,0 2
λ + κB
λ .
ρ V0
ρ V0

(5.5)

Substituting λ in the above equation and rearranging constants, the free energy per
chain is now
F (X) = γΣ +

N3
[κA SA (X) + κB SB (X)] ,
ρ3 Σ2

(5.6)

where rescaled dimensionless entropic cost Sα of stretching for each block is defined
as

 2
Iα,0 A0
Sα =
.
V0 V0
95

(5.7)

Thus, at fixed mean area per chain Σ, the differences in free energy of competing
phases is completely determined by the quantity in the brackets [· · · ] of eq. (5.6),
viz. SA (X) and SB (X) while the coefficients κA and κB are same for all phases at
any given molecular parameters.
In Fig. (5.4B,C) we compare for equal stiffness diblock copolymers, hexagonal
cylinders, skeletal and medial ansatz double gyroid relative to lamalle. This comparison shows stretching of the B block is always optimal in corona of hexagonal cylinders
when compared with both medial DG and skeletal DG. For the tubular sub-domain,
dimensionless entropy of the A block is lower for medial packing relative to skeletal packing. Although, packing in the tubular sub-domain is energetically preferable
relative to core of Hex, this quantity is always lower for lamallae.

5.3

Stable Double Gyroid in Strong Segregation Limit: Effect of Elastic Asymmetry

In this section, we study the effect of changing relative segment lengths (conformational asymmetry) or architectural asymmetry by introducing branches for blocks
on changing packing frustration within sub-domains. Both these can be folded into
single parameter i.e elastic stiffness  which changes the stretching energy of both the
blocks and subsequently the free energy per chain of the BCP assembly.
Following Grason and Kamien [77], we use kinked-path ansatz for hexagonal cylinders, where in for optimal packing of chains, the shape of the interface changes from
being circular at low f,  to faceted shape where its tries to copy the shape of polygonal cell with increasing f, . In this model, blocks stretch radially in the core domain
from the centroid, the chain extension is kinked as the outer block extends from the
IMDS. We use mSST described in chapter 4 to compute free energy for different
tessellations of DG by varying the inner and outer medial set for each fixed f, .
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Figure 5.5. Phase
boundaries between competing morphologies in
SST and also
2.0
for finite segregation χN = 75 using SCFT. The stability window for DG is plotted
in inset for both 1.5
SST and SCFT. Medial SST predicts that DG is equilibrium for
modest amount of elastic asymmetry in the strong
segregation limit.4
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We compare the
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chain packing arrangements and in Fig. (5.5) show phase boundaries between competing morphologies i.e Lam/Hex, Lam/DG and DG/Hex in the , f phase space for
both SST and also for SCFT at finite segregation strength i.e χN = 75. We find
two triple points for Lam/Hex/DG at  = 0.98, f = 0.288 and  = 1.955, f = 0.465.
DG is not equilibrium for equal elastic stiffness ( = 1) but there are two equilibrium
windows for DG above and below the triple points.
For  > 1, the matrix blocks are more stiffer relative to tubular blocks and hence
prefer to stretch less and more uniformly. Packing frustration in the tubular blocks
owing to stretching of the blocks to the center of tubular sub-domains has often been
invoked while discussing stability of bicontinuous networks in dBCPs. In this high 
regime, minority blocks in tubular sub-domains can stretch more without relatively
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Figure 5.6. (A) Dimensionless stretching of A block (Top) and B block (Bottom) is
plotted relative to Lamallae in the equal area per chain formalism along the Lam/Hex
phase boundary. The regions of stable DG in SST are indicated by hatched rectangles.
For  > 1, the stability of DG is likely due to combination of increase in packing
frustration in faceted core domains of Hex while medial packing decreases stretching
energy of tubular blocks relative to stiffer matrix blocks. For  < 1, there is an
increase in standard deviation of wedge heights of B block as shown in (B) likely
points to reducing the penalty of stretching energy of A block by matrix domain.
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Stable DG phase window for low , f regime contradicts previous heuristics of
chain packing in network phases. While, packing frustration has been attributed to
present in tubular domains, we showed that there is variation of sub-domain thickness
of matrix phase in Fig. (5.1C). For  < 1 tubular blocks are now more stiffer and
naturally, given the geometry of tubular sub-domains, packing frustration increases
the entropic cost of stretching for these blocks. This is shown in the increase of the
scaled dimensionless stretching of A block in DG in low  regime is in Fig. (5.6A). It
is plausible that this increase is not as step as would be the case in skeletal packing.
Standard deviation of wedge heights for the same regime in Fig. (5.6B) shows, there
is increased variation for B blocks which are relative less stiffer than A blocks and
could accommodate the penalty for packing frustration of tubular sub-domains. The
sudden increase in standard deviation of wedge heights of A blocks around  = 1
indicates a morphological change in packing of chains in DG. This could explain why
DG is not equilibrium within  = [0.98, 1.955].
We compare the phase windows of DG in SCFT with that of SST in the inset of
Fig. (5.5) which shows width of phase window of DG is qualitatively similar to SST.
More importantly, this confirms that DG is indeed equilibrium in the low , f regime.

5.4

Medial Packing Signatures at Finite Segregation

In this section, we compare signatures of medial packing in DG from geometric
model mSST with those from molecular theory SCFT at finite segregation strength
χN = 75. Here, we computing mean curvature of the IMDS, tilt of B blocks at the
IMDS and spread of end segments away from the skeletal graphs.
In Fig. (5.7A) we plot mean curvature along the path on IMDS defined in Fig.
(5.1B). For both SCFT, mSST we plot these curves along the , f corresponding to
Lam/Hex phase boundary. Similar trends are observed in both SCFT and mSST
where the minimum and maximum of mean of mean curvature along the symmetry
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showing changes in local mean curvature H of
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mean curvature is also captured by the standard deviation plotted in Fig. (5.7B).
Constant mean curvature (CMC) surfaces minimize surface area for a fixed volume
and topology of the domain. While, the thermodynamics of chain packing in BCPs depend both on enthalpy due to unlike block contact and also entropic cost of stretching,
the decrease in mean curvature of the IMDS points to lower enthalpy of the structure
and likely contributes equilibrium DG in the high , f regime.

Figure 5.8. Kinking of extension of B block is shown in (A) for both mSST and
SCFT DG along Lam/Hex phase boundary. (B) IMDS around a DG node is colored
with local tilt of B block obtained from SCFT and mSST at  = 1, f = 0.29
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Medial packing as described in section 4.3 includes finding the dividing plane
within each wedge such that it partitions the wedge into two regions matching the
volume fraction of the blocks. This results in B block extension to deviate from the
centroidal vector C. Generally, this means that block extension for A and B blocks
need not be parallel. Here, we compute this deviation of B blocks θ for optimal
DG tessellations along the Lam/Hex phase boundary in Fig. (5.8A). We compute

mSST

an analogus quantity in SCFT from the statistics of segments within a morphology.
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For SCFT solutions, we compute the deviation of polar order parameter pB on the
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IMDS (using methods described in [4]) with the normal vector n̂ at the same point.
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Both these quantities qualitatively agree as shown in Fig. (5.8A) where they decrease
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with increasing , f . We paint the IMDS with the tilt data from SCFT and mSST
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Figure 5.9. (A) Schematic showing seperation of end segment from skeletal graph
and (B) shows probability distributions of ∆r from SCFT, mSST and sSST. The
spread of these histograms indicates chain end segments are less concentrated with
increasing , f

Finally, we compare the spreading of end segments of tubular block away from
skeletal graph, ∆r as shown in schematic in Fig. (5.9A). We first compute the distribu101

tion of chain end segments using PBT in both medial and skeletal wedge tessellations
and then analyze the separation ∆r of these end segments from the skeletal graphs as
shown in Fig. (5.9A) in the histograms in Fig. (5.9B). We repeat the same exercise
with distribution of end segments from statistics of chain configurations in SCFT.
The distributions of ∆r are more spread out SCFT relative to medial and skeletal
packing. Additionally, this spread increases by increasing  thereby suggesting that
changing molecular details i.e elastic asymmetry and block length asymmetry leads
to qualitative changes to chain packing in DG.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS

In this thesis, we built tools to detect changes to geometry of domains and used
them to study the thermodynamic selection of sphere and network phases in diblock
copolmyer melts. These included quantifying the role of volume redistribution among
distinct polyhedral cell types in non-canonical sphere phases known as Frank-Kasper
FK phases and along with developing generic models to quantify local changes to
thickness of domains in morphologies of arbitrary domain topologies and symmetries using medial sets of the inter-material dividing surfaces (IMDS) seperating the
domains.
Using a combination of asymptotic SST analysis along with finite segregation
SCFT, we find that volume asymmetry among domains plays a critical role in thermodynamic selection of FK phases. This is facilitated by elastic asymmetry between
blocks as shown by geometric analysis of quasi-spherical qSD core domains obtained
from SCFT. The exchange of BCP chains among domains coupled with warping of
qSD allows for stiffer outer blocks to stretch less. While, the faceting of these domains
is not as severe as our assumptions of polyhedral interface limit of the IMDS in the
geometric model of SST, both models rightly predict σ as optimal FK phase.
We describe key features of domain geometry by decomposing them into collection of local molecular motifs that carry information relevant to thermodynamics of
BCP assembly and packing frustration experienced by chains due to their confinement to complex domain shapes as necessitated by space filling constraints of melts.
To circumvent the challenge posed by non-availability of details about chain con-
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figurations in the BCP assembly, we approximate the interpenetration of opposing
brushes to a 2D surface which we refer to as terminal boundaries. Notwithstanding
the fact that chain ends are spread throughout the brush, the concept of terminal
boundary allows us to quantify domain thickness that can be directly used as an
input to strong segregation theory to compute stretching energy of the blocks and
allows us to quantify packing frustration in both theoretical models and experiments
alike. We later used medial sets that are set of points equidistant to two or more
points on the boundary (in this case, IMDS) as a proxy for terminal boundaries and
compared domain thickness using medial ansatz with that of centroidal ansatz which
assumes chains to stretch till the center/skeleton of core/tubular domains in spheres
and network phases. We showed that medial set of tubular domain of double gyroid
DG network phase are a 2D surface that has same topology of skeletal graph and the
matrix medial set approximately has the same structure as G triply periodic minimal
surface. Distributions of domain thickness shows that there is significant variation in
chain extension in both tubular and matrix domains. We used medial sets to compute
shapes of inner/outer terminal boundaries of core domains of FK phases from SCFT.
Quite remarkably, the outer medial set has the shape of the polyhedral cell and this
allowed us to compute volume asymmetry among distinct cell types in A15, C15 FK
phases and contrast with previously assumed Voronoi tessellations. The inner medial
set within oblate core domains is a 2D pancake like surface.
We studied the sensitivity of assumptions on terminal boundary on the thermodynamic selection of BCP assembly by developing a revised model of SST by using
medial sets. We used a variational approach to find optimal energy minimizing arrangements of chains for DG at fixed chain properties by varying the shapes of inner
and outer medial sets. Allowing the terminal boundary to spread away from the
skeletal graph results in lower free energy per chain but it is still not equilibrium for
the linear diblock copolymer with symmetric elastic stiffness. We then studied the
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effect of varying elastic stiffness on tuning packing frustration of the tubular/core
domains and find that DG is indeed equilibrium. The underlying molecular mechanism behind this is similar to changes in chain packing in core/corona domains of FK
sphere phases upon introducing elastic asymmetry.
Future extensions to medial packing SST introduced in Chapter 4 can include
higher number of terms to the levelset going beyond the two Fourier modes studied
in this thesis. Such an extension, although computationally expensive within the
current scheme of things would allow us to scan an expansive set of shapes for terminal
boundaries along medial sets and the associated medial packing and allow us to test
the dependence of optimal chain packing for a given morphology on the number of
Fourier modes. Rather than computing free energy per chain for a range of values
for level set parameters, one could think of an smart algorithm which drives itself
through the parameter space trying to minimize the free energy function.
Going beyond medial packing SST for DG studied extensively in chapter 4, one
could extend this approach to other TPN morphologies such as double networks
DD, DP and DCY, DS based on Fischer-Koch minimal surfaces [87] and their single
network cousins and study the thermodynamics of BCP assembly into these TPN
morphologies. Tubular medial sets for the domains with junction coordination number
greater than 3 is not a continuous surface (unlike the case of DG where medial set is
a uniquely smooth surface) and the gains to entropic cost of stretching within these
TPN morphologies relative to skeletal packing may not be huge. For the range of
conditions presented here for AB BCP melts, the free energies of DD always exceed
that of DG.
In chapter 2, analysis of the IMDS shapes of FK phases from SCFT at conformational asymmetry where σ is equilibrium revealed that the core domains belonging
to distinct polyhedral cells had varying amounts of polyhedral warping–either round
interface or modest amount of faceting and this was unlike BCC where there was
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increase in amount of faceting towards polyhedral interface with increasing conformational asymmetry. Additionally, in chapter 3, medial geometry of core domains in
FK phases suggests that the terminal packing in core domains is not always strictly
localized at the center. A15 and C15 phases studied here revealed that there exists
two populations of core domains, one where medial geometry is point like and others where it is spread out along a planar region. Prior SST models for explaining
FK phase formation such as DFM studied in chapter 2 are based on the evidently
oversimplified assumption that core termini localized to the centroids of domains and
shape of the IMDS copies the shape of the coronal terminal boundary, and likely
overestimates the entropic costs in these anisotropic domains, whose local packings
inlcude quasi-lamellar regions. Extending medial packing SST for FK phases to properly account for terminal spreading and not constraint shapes of IMDS to polyhedral
interface limit might be critical to understand what controls the sequence of stable
sphere phases (BCC→ σ → A15) found when increasing elastic asymmetry and core
block fraction [43]? Possibly, extending level set method used for network morphologies in Chapter 4 for sphere packing phases allows us the ability to tune the shape
of the core domain(s) from round interface to oblate or polyhedral shapes. Ideally,
this method increases the number of parameters (co-efficients of Fourier modes in
level sets times the number of distinct polyhedral cells), using certain approximations
based on prior findings from domain shape analysis from SCFT, set the shapes of
certain core domains (ex: Z12 in A15 or Z16 in C15) to have only round interfaces,
thereby reducing the number of parameters. More importantly, this method would
allow for sampling variable arrangements of chain packings within polyhedral cells of
sphere packings unlike diblock foam model.
Recent studies an alternate mechanism to stable FK phases by blending homopolymers and diblock copolymers in the “dry brush limit” where the homopolymer prefers
to reside in the core domains of FK phases [88, 89]. This mechanism is analogous
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to previous studies which suggested a similar approach to stable DD and DP phases
by blending homopolymer to the tubular domains [90, 91, 92]. These studies argue
that by homopolymers occupying the “hot spots” between the tips of the brushes in
the core/tubular domains, they effectively relax the stretching energy of the blocks
leading to lower free energy per chain. Although intuitive, this doesn’t explain why
blending dramatically increasing chances of stable DD over DG while both these TPN
morphologies suffer from similar effects of packing frustration in the tubular domains.
We can extend medial packing SST to systematically study the location of the “hot
spots” from wedge geometry and connect it to thermodynamic effect of filling those
hot spots by blending homopolymers. We posit that for a fixed volume fraction φ of
the homopolymers, these guest molecules would fill in the regions of high sub-domain
thickness of domains filled with similar block type. For example, we could iteratively
fill the local wedges in tessellations of TPN morphologies with the goal of reducing
the wedge height for diblocks within each wedge. This algorithm begins by filling
guest molecules in the regions of high domain thickness and achieve a more uniform
domain thickness. To find the optimal arrangement of guest molecules for a given
morphology, we can compute the location of hotspots and free energy of packing high
molecular weight homopolymers and diblock copolymers using the triangular wedge
based variable tessellations of TPN morphologies established in chapter 4. We posit
that the shapes of these “hotspot” regions follow closely with the terminal boundaries of the domains which host the homopolymers. Further developments to the
preliminary model described here can include adjusting wedge heights according to
the gradients in free energy with respect to local changes of wedge height. These
studies have the advantage of comparing geometric changes within competitor TPN
morphologies upon filling the hotspots within core/tubular domains with homopolymers and subsequently selecting equilibrium BCP assembly.
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We could also extend medial packing to other compressible systems where we can
express parts of thermodynamics of self-assembly (atleast parts of free energy) as
a function of molecule extension such as going beyond the gaussian chain model to
include effects of semi-flexible segments in worm like chain model or electrostatics in
ionic BCPs. Additionally, one could extend this model to solvated systems such as
concentrated lyotropic liquid crystals where the constraints on local volume balance
are relaxed and allows us to test the frustration due medial packing in space filling
domains of neat systems.
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